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they themselves should become the objects of all these States consequently federalists ocrites and expose their naked visages to the i
©MISSION’S,
of the same discrimination, the victims of because they prefer Mr. Adams to Gen. view of the people. Put the question to ever
the same proscription. If Messrs. Van Jackson ? We will not limit the inquiiy to ry republican member of the Legislature of
reading
, (pen.) jan. 19.
Buren. King, Ware, and Preble, and even members of Congress and Governors, but go Marne, in the presence of his constituents.
JAMES Kd REMICH,
We last week stated that it was reported
Chandler,
Parris,
Anderson,
Ripley
and
Mc

OPPOSITE
THE
MEETING-HOUSE,
to
the
people
who
elected
them,
and
we
could
“Do you prefer Jackson to Adams?” and at Harrisburg, Gov. Shulze declared him
,ed credit, by W
Intire, shall have negotiated for their own name many equally worthy and patriotic you
would <then learn how many would ven self for Jackson. The report, we.are happy
safety, does it follow that proscriptions and men, who have stood firm, when in a small ture
to take the side of the military candidate. to state, is without foundation. He is decide
persecutions will not pursue the rest ?
and despised minority* decided friends of Mr. And this is the fair way,—no secrecy, dis 'edly in favor of the re-electionpf Mr, Adams.
We will always beJbremost in condemning Adams. If the faith of the republicans is to be guise or hypocrisy. This is a question Th
[From
the
Kennebec
Journal.]
We have been assured by a member of the
1
the policy of instituting the Hartford Con questioned, those in N. England are the.last which every one has an interest. The agents Legislature,
and a friend of thè Governor’^,
vention. But to suppose that the members to be suspected. They have fought against of the people, the men to whom they look for that this is the
fact, and the Jacksonites
I
, 1 To
jt w inn
the jr
People
copie oj
ofuviaineMaine—JVb. III. of it would be subjected to suffer death by fearful odds, and h 'ped even against nope. instructions, and in, whom they repose confi knew it before their
convention was organ-*
11 <(t
If tbe ff-jends of Gen. Jackson i can give any the sentence of a general Court Martial, as They have been tried in trying times. I’hev
dence, should speak plain and speak the ized.
aliens
“
found
lurking
about
the
encamp

satisfactory reasons why the republicans
have come out of much tribulation and have truth. If they are in a combination to rally
Another member of the Legislature wrote
I should unite on him as their candidate, we ments and fortifications,” is so monstrous, been purified in the furnace of affliction. the republican party in. Maine for Jackson, to us as follows ; “ The Governor was forced
'• will readily hear the reasons. I give them a outrageous, and abhorrent, and betrays such They were the stripling, who with his smooth they are bound to let their constituents know by courtesy to dine with them, [the Jack-E.D, SOOT foil and deliberate consideration. Suppose a total disregard td the laws and constitutions stones from the bYook, his shepherd’s bag it. If “ follow your leaders’? is to be the '•sonites.j but when he saw the materials of
;h will be nail j ve admit that in a governmentlike ours, party of the States of the Uhfon, that it seems the and his sling in his hand, met and vanquished- watch -word, let us understand distinctly which this boasted democratic body was
or downright the man of Gath, the Giant of federalism*
ulofFurs'
• ust exLt, that none better can be devised effect of consummate ignfemnee appointed
whether those leaders are for Jackson or Ad- composed, he gave his toast, and as soon as
by
¿ec 7 1827' ^an that of“ federal and republican,” and :madness. A citizen of a
Yet these men, because forscioth, tbey'are nmsffor
;
pohtene'ss would permit, withdrew, and spent
President of the United States.
its
Legislature,
for
whatever
purpose,
but
------- that consequently the old party lines should
for Mr. /\dams, are not republicans ? And b<
)ve sbalDneter renounce our republican the remainder of the day with the real
having
nothing
to
do
with
“
encampments
drawn and distinctly marked ; suppose we
whom are they proscribed ? By the party i
3 h'e ^Ethiopian may change his democrats, the friends of the administra
and fortifications,” to be seized by a military from whom they have apostatuAj and whose principles.
■
W------- Consider further, that if the republican party chief,
sAUi,
and the leopard his spot, but our found- ■ tion?’
forced
to
trial,
by
a
military
court,
be
^^^generally are in favor of Gen. Jackson and '
faith they have abjured ? Not ere Ar.'—-hot avion
:
is wnslmken. Still we prefer Mr. Adams
Gun. Jackson and his friends must aban
,
by unfledged aspirants, by
ito Lenerai Jackson. We believe, to say the don the hope of receiving the electoral vote
—, the federal party as generally for Mr. Ad- adjudged an “ alien and a spy,” be deprived chiefly
of
“
a
public
trial
by
an
impartial
jury
of
the
have
never
experienced
their
friids,
n.>r
7
...
1
a'iber Ravine fwarns’
t'casonable to infer that each would !
least, he is.a« much the republican candidat», of Pennsylvania, They must every day feel
and Dist’Jct!” Is . this the legal and ticipatedin
i
their afflictions. And are the Ad, ;more of a republican in principle, and still more and more convinced of the.fallacy of
■'I'srersjofqre- 'become the head and leader of his party, and State
constAutiona: advice given to a President of •independent democrats to be jostled cut of more
;
■vhe supportOf
c°nse9uently we should prefer Jackson, 'the
so in practice. Let “ the Committee” further contention, against the sovereign will
United States, by one who expected to itire way, the ancient bulwarks to be demol- i
lid town foi-i J Though Adams was best qualified ; still the ,be his
manage as they can, let United States and of the PEOPLE, irrthis populous, enlighten*
successor
?
Yes,
moreover,
it
is
by
i
ished, to make room for such men ? Let the State
!
ereby Lvbi(i. ^question returns, is Gen. Jackson the repubjudges, (the only real aristocracy we ed and patriotic State.
one who askssthe suffrages of a free people, republicans'of
,
N. England for Adams and have)
i
»"«any of ¿¿»ran <»n®d«,e?
•
jthat
shielded by the panoply of permanent
he
may
fcxecute
those
laws
and
Yonstibe arrayed against each other, and offices,
<
‘ptinp- those new ^ow we call for the proof. Are the influ- ttutions according to such an exposition, Jackson
issue their decree of excommunica
NEW-YORK, JAN. 25.
i
see what a pitiful figure those for Jackson tion
1
special ligreeni s
an<^ intelligent republicans throughout '
—we heed them not. Our purpose is fix
A most melancholy event occurred orf
Talk
not
of
star-chambers,
of
Russian
.
or
would make. Jackson republicans, stand 1
LptrsiaHslJi - e un'on
him, and are the intelligent We shall call and loudly tooj upon all Wednesday night in the family of H. Ecfe
despotism, if these are the princi- jforth under your leadersand we will see who ed.
1to come out from behind the screen, and avow ford, Esq His daughter, Henrietta, a young
d'ter this ij» and influential federalists asgenerally offfios- Turkish
,
pies
of
your
government.
Be
its
atrocity
;
and
what
you
are.
Name
your
champions
in
■
' XISIA LlTTrf^ tn hirfl ? We are very little acquainted what
‘
themselves. The people of Maine have a lady aged about 19 years, was so dreadfully
it may,—all that its patriotic opposers Mhjpe,
:
and we will examine their principles, right to.know, and they will know, on which burnt, by her cldthes taking fire, that she
J B^vith the federalists as a body, and know the
imagine it, it is lost and forgotten in try
1
their motives, and test their fidelity, iside their rulers are, and will determine in expired yesterday morning. We understand
All ppi’cnfi ^stib^iished ones only by reputation , but would
.
despotism that would thus try and punish <Come out boldly and prove that the gentle^- 1whom their confidence may securely rest.
, . X- bre^ns jwe are
to believe that a very considerable the
■
was watching for the night with a sick
Ye sainted spirits of a Warren, an Ad- :men we have named ought to be excommu We respect age—y/e applaud the bold, in she
l>\Qjstu?S Martha [proportion of their talent and influence is for it.
’
sister, and fell asleep while sitting by the
Uzzell,on acccatGeneral Jackson. The Senate of the United [ams and a Hancock, ye patriots who bled for inicated from the democratic church, and trepid
’
supporter
of
General
Jackson.
He,
fire.
During her sleep, the fire communi
country’s freedom, ye departed worthies :that you alone are the true disciples—the like his chief, meets you in the field and un
no expenses or ^States represents the States, and there we your
:
cated to her clothes, and before relief could
who
created
the
federal
fabric
on
which
your
«
exclusive republicans. We repeat, let the '
re?i 1R97
find sir federalists,---- Messrs. Webster, n
and prosperity rest, did it ever enter <champions show their flag and their strength dauntedly faces his enemy. But your false arrive she was so badly burnt that she sur
.-4,1827,' Tazewell, Rowan, Ridgeley, McLane and liberties
■
colors, your ambuscades, your masked bat vived but a tew hours. The sister,, who was
into
your
hearts
to
conceive
that
in
a
few
short
S'we-Y—~®err’en’ thejirn for Adams, and the other \years, tyranny unmasked would trample in ,too, and we stand pledged to meet them. teries, designed not to deceive your enemies, so much indisposed as to be unable to move,
for Jackson. The House being so lately ;
We shall avoid, as we shall disregard, al!
fgavfriends—it is these which we con was obliged to witness the distressing scene
dust the trial by jury, and establish on scurrility, all personality. We shall not con
T v dilprganized* we are not able to give the pro- the
demn and which we intend to expose.
without being able to render assistance ; and
descend to answer the wailings or to heal
:ri)bytheSibrfS''iOalhT?:
wellynow'h,at many its ruins, military rulers ?
There may be many, and men too high in a brother, who was alarmed by the cries and
Pigs ■ weip-ire table and distinguished members of that par- ■ Was this an unguarded expression in po the wounds of Newspaper Editors, who msiy our confidence, who have not yet “ made up came to assist, was badly burnt iti endeavor
the sudden effect of mo have changed sides since their pay is discon
anti twenty
are decided and abie supporters of Jack- litical controversy,
excitement, the impassioned effu tinued. We take high and we trust honora their minds,”—men of no fixed principles, or. ing to afford relief,
£^pj.|Son, and we believe that we hazard nothing mentary
,sion of patriotism
? Was it the opinion of a ble ground’—and these are our facts .and rea ot such inconstancy of character, that they
■ Tan 4th
averring that there is no more federal
don’t themselves know what they think;
young
and
ardent
officer
just returned, flush sons why Mr. Adams is, from the character those
DREADFUL OCCURRENCE.
2___
1 ^strength in the United Stated for Jackson
we pity. There are others, however,
ed
with
victory
and.
crowned
with
success
in
On the evening of the 9th inst. the house
4T1 tban for Adams. If we are correct in this, '
of his supporters, “the republican candid who wishing to please both parties, dare not
/ vV *blOOlvwbat
?roun^ 1S tbere to unite the republicans fighting the battles ot freedom ? Was it said ate,” in preference to Jackson, And next as‘ express, but take special care to conceal the of Mr. John Welling, near this village, took
of Maine for a candidate who has no preten- in one of those half jesting, half serious con to ^professions.—Twenty years ago, when opinions which they in fact entertain. And fire and was entirely consumed. All his
JLGH, BODWfeions to a party support ?, Are such men as versations, which imply no responsibility and he represented a decidedly federal state in there are others still who affect to belong tc children, four in number, perished in the
¡ceived anadditi«Tazewell, Rowan, Ridgeley, McLane, Ber- which are no indication of settled and delib the Senate, he renounced the party and its one party, while they are secretly aiding and flames. Mr. and Mrs. Welling were from
principles ?—Nothing of all this. The principles, joined the «republicans, ’was re- supporting the other. For both of these we home, on a visit to a friend’s house, about
OOXJSj whichttfrien, Drayton, Buchanan, Hfemphill, Bald- erate
stock theyofferfcfwin, and a host of others whom we might object of the letter, the occasion on which it i| ceived by them, aud since that time has been entertain sentiments very different from eith three quarters of a mile distant. The house
name, to be laid aside and excluded from was written, the character addressed, all Ii in their constant employ and enjoyed their er pity or respect. No, these men should be and younger children were left in the charge
______
Gen. Jackson’s confidence ? Is it believed conspire to make it a grave, ’ solemn and de-!! entire confidence. He was never the favor- ferretted but, dragged to the light, and be ot the eldest child, a little girl about eleven
j» j rfthat these will be passed by, to make room liberate decision of the extent and efficacy of'! ite of the federalists, has had little feilow- compelled to avow themselves. Why any years of age ; the children soon retired to
OU OCR Ilffor republicans, and none of them are to be military power. It was a letter of advice to ji ship with them, and at the cpmmencement of disguise? why,on a subject so important as bed, and left a large fire burning, which, in a
new President, just inaugurated, about tod; his administration, they were, but cold and that of a chief magistrate of the Union, is a very short time, communicated to the wood
ascriber has m! elnpIoyed in the new administration ? Wc aselect
his council and establish the policy of i reluctant friends. If a man has been ac man, entrusted with interests which involve work hear the fire place, and before assis
for sale
8 charge no man nor men with bargaining or his administration.
Jt was from one whose knowledged by the party for twenty, years, our liberties and lives, entitled to hold back tance could be rendered, the thro^»
'
^corruption ; our object is truth ; but still we
inmates were litfirallg^srfve, out survived
We have “beenGrflie’lasf war, it seems now tbbTaietoyesus^ 'entertain the fnllest fcu?iiP£AUa.t all these gen influence was great, whose advice
jy. Y. Journal,
8.
tlemen have good reason to expect ViTat tney opinion would be respected. And he was citate the errors of his youth. And above that menof the first intelligence should be r
7 i j 7i Zartd their friends arerto participate-in, the of- nculcidivg the dcctrkie upon the tihief mag
it is barbarous and savage to tear „the re- | entirely in the dark, as to the opinion even oi
uuaole
which are to be dispensed.
tjear^amuistrate of the United States, the constitution vered
!*■*£»ùnto- their ik-aatoys and Repressntati'es-in Con*
ed father from his grave, to b£a
Tro-ítré)* Onondaga N. Y.-Journal.
;G
Will it be denied moreover that Gen. Jac.x al commander of your army and navy, that ny against the son.
gress, on a subject which has provoked so
jut tfR U9ttison is
republicans? men whose an agent of a sovereign state, appointed by
Butin politics, actions speak louder than much discussion, excited so much interest,
the Ruling passions
[’ISM, RHMlMprinciples were never doubted ? men as sted- its Legislature to deliberate upon a subject words. Mr. Adams’ cabinet was not formed and is in itself, so vitally important. If they
Wfe witnessed a few days since, a speci
&c. fest and unwavering even as our “ Jackson which concerned the Union, might be ad by the rule prescribed by General Jackson are afraid of their constituents, it is cowardice.
i Letter ffim.
Look at Virginia, Maryland. judged an alien and a spy lurking round to Mr. Munroe, but exclusively of republi If they are calculating to declare for the men of the ruling passion, which amused
, dated
and Pennsylvania—look even at “ the encampments and fortifications,” be cans, and his appointments, though they viators, after the battle is won, it is coward us considerably, till the second thought for
b'. Bedwell, in Iff New-England, and who dares to say that put out of the protection of the law, tried by have indicated no proscriptions,- have been ice and selfishness and treachery combined. ced us into a moralizing mood. While stand
ing on the step in front of our host’s, a horse
iR—Agreeablytoji/iere every man who opposes Jackson is not a a military court, and deprived of liberty and generally satisfactory to republicans. In
A Republican.
which had been fastened near a store oppo
red anil now send® republican ? We could enumerate many, as life, without the trial by jury, without “ the this respect no parallel can be drawn to
Roirrim,a fewjitriie to their professions as the needle to the judgment of his peers.” No matter how in his advantage between him and any other Extract of a letter from Washington dated,' site, some how got loose, and throwing hiS
heels
and the mud high in the air, darted
or what generally; pole—not mere fair weather, unfledged poli- jurious and pernicious were the objects and republican President.—Since the commence
Jan.9,W2&.
away with the speed of a racer under whip
an Extract,aMfeticlans, not new converts, those who have tendency of this Hartford Convention, (and ment of Mr. Jefferson’s administration, it has
“ Since the whole transactions respecting and spur. Some person informed the owner
ed among the p joined the party after the battle was won; few we believe can think worse of it than we never been the policy to proscribe the feder
of Rheumatism, I1; but those who were such from the first, who do) were its design to-4issolve the Union, had alists by an entire. exclusion from office. It the late presidential contest are coming be who was within, when he rushed out into the
the numberof pi have stood the test and weathered the storm, the principles and agents proceeded even to> never was the case, when that party was ar- fore the public, it may not be amiss to add to street bawling, like Richard at Bosworth,
ed and curedbyt and who were emphatically “dyed in the overt acts of treason, Gen. Jackson’s princi• rayed to a man against the administration. them, a négociation commenced with the “ My horse ! My horse ! why don’t you stop
vould require iw wool.” General Jackson has neither from ples, thus advanced, would have been equal• Was Rufus King Mr. Adams’ minister to late Daniel P. Cook, who then held the vote my horse ?” “ Here’s your jug,” said a lad,
estow. Indeed,th! his friends or foes any claim as the republi- ly dangerous, tyrannical and unconstitutional.. England ? he had before been Mr. Jefferson’s. of Illinois, and was a decided friend of Mr. picking up a sack which had fallen from thé
sadtlle, with the article in one end and à stone
so immediate,.id can candidate-—let him renounce his federal John Milkes’was but a worthless individual, Wm Pinckney was appointed by Mr. Madi- Adams.
“ It was well known to every person here, to balance it in the other, “ here’s your jug,
! some cases ssj strength and he renounces with it all chance few perhaps cared a feather for the man, he son to a double mission with double outfits,
that
Mr.
Cook
entertained
an
inveterate
hos

sir.” “ O, very well,” returned the man in a
’ ' neither talents
i -------------i«- i-but
-*- the rights and during the war and in high party times,
.charm in removie of success.
had
nor merit,
re difficulty, how Now is he in fact a republican, and does he of Englishmen were put at hazard in his he appointed Mr. Bayard to negotiate a tility to Mr. Crawford, on account of the subdued voice, “ if the jug is Safe let the
controversy
with
his
father-in-law,
Mr.
Ed

horse
go to—— ”
■act, will for many; establish his claims on th at. ground ? We expulsion from the House of Commons. The peace,—and Mr. Monroe has done what he
Upon this antipathy the friends of
circulation. It tf have enquired, and enquired in vain, when, republicans were strongly excited against could to annihilate all party distinctions. wards.
b‘ crowing on the where, and in what party contest he has the projectors of the Hartford Convention, His policy has been pursued, if not exceeded, Gen. Jackson formed their hopes of success.
Dedication.—The New Unitarian Church
e Berman Empire! ever hoisted his flag? He, to be sure, fought but had the most odious member been arrest in this State ; and if Governors King, Parris Three of his most particular friends accord in Washington-Street, Was dedicated yester
ingly
waited
on
Mr.
Cook,
and
informed
him
the
enemy,
which
many
federalists
would
and
Lincoln,
have
in
their
appointments
ed by a commander of the army and turned
much repute byj
that Mr. Adams intended, if elected, to keep day. The Sermon by the Rev. Henry Ware
with it is like parte not do, but which many did, and that too over to a military tribunal to be" tried as “ an made any discrimination at all, it is in favor Mr. Crawford in the cabinet, whereas.Gen. jr. was one of the best we ever heard on any
without
abandoning
their
party,
or
renounc

of
the
federalists;
And
yet
the
two
first
of
alien
and
a
spy,
”
there
would
have
been
but
7 he usual moat ojl
Jackson would certainly turn him out. Mr. similar occasion, and fully sustained the rep
Pills. I shall usei ing the appellation. At the close of the war, one sentiment, one voice; federalists, repub these, probably, are opposing Mr. Adams’ Cook said he did not believe it. They re utation of the preacher. The other perform«you a constantsf when the two parties had been thoroughly licans, all parties and classes, would have election because he is not “ the republican plied that they would convince him of the ances were also of a high Character.-—The
sifted and the line was strongly marked, the
to avenge the violated laws and con candidate!”
house was crowded to overflowing, and the
e. of New-York)® F sentiments which he expressed to Mr. Mon united
Notwithstanding many preferred Mr. Craw truth of their statement. In the first warmth audience, generally, appeared very attentive
I-'roprictor concW roe were not the sentiments of the republi stitution of their country, and an army of fif ford,
of his feeliqgs he said, that if it were so, he
believing
him
to
be
the
best
republican
ty
thousand
could
not
have
rescued
their
;sofpeopfcwillWi can party. Though they were not on the
would not vote for him. In this way, they and highly gratified.— Gazette of 31st ult.
of all the candidates, yet they never thought thought
the people.
they had secured him and so appre-,
leap and valtiabM. one hand’disposed to hang the members of commander from the fury of
much of Jackson’s republican principles. hensive were
A Republican.
some of Mr. Adams’ friends of
j. I have general^ •the Hartford Convention under a sentence of
And though Mr. Adams had, in his election, his course, that
PORTSMOUTH, (N. H.) JAN. 24.
they went to Mr. Adams
axes have produce a military tribunal, they would not with him
the aid of many distinguished federalists, he with a view of ascertaining
,[From the Kennebec Journal.]
SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION.
his determination
ce a gentleman« have given the federalists at ihaf time an
has not disappointed his republican friends, on the subject. Mr. Adams
told him de
souring under obi equal participation in the offices. They then
The cotton factory in Hooksett^ owned by
he has done no more than he ought, certain
5, attended wtb believed, whatever they may think now, To the People ofMaine—IV. ly not more than his predecessors had done cidedly that he had made up his mind that in Samuel Bell and others, came near being des
case
o
f
his
election-,
he
should
offer
to
Mr.
•¿aching consn^ that, though they would have defended with
troyed
a few days since by spontaneous com*
Whether the republicans as a party ought before him.
CrarJfurd the station he then helcf and they bustion. The sweepings, or Waste, were
use of the PiW ’thier blood, a citizen,., however
......- — obnoxious
—- ------ for ! to unite in a candidate for the Presidency,
It would seem to us to be uo^ toft late to mightinform
Mr. Cook of that determination. thrown into a reservior, which was a general
jtcly removed,®! his political opinions, from execution by mil- • and to oppose the one supported by the fed- revive, if we could, an exclusive party poli
i medicine will p® itary power, It
it was neither politic nor just,
just, :! cralists,"are
cralists, are questions which it is needless to cy. But if the sins of the federalists are They did so and Mr. Cook, much to his hon conduit. It is supposed that the flue of the
orap’aints of the® that those who obstructed a successful prose- . discuss. Our purpose is equally accomplish- $o atrocious that they are to be visited on or, told them that after much reflection he conduit was obstructed. An ' explosion
i and Gout.
cution of the war,*should participate equally j ed whether we take the affirmative or nega- their children even to the third and fourth had resolved to vote for his first choice, Mr. was heard while the workmen were absent,
dr. Reed,
Avith its supporters. Nor do they believe !i tive of these questions. We meet the friends generations, if indeed their participation in Adams, and that he thought he had no right and one side of the building, which is of
ii mv neighbour* Dow that a man entertaining such opinions at ;■ of General Jackson at the threshold, and deny an election, is so to contaminate the candid to make any conditions with him respecting brick, was' started, and the sleepers and
floors were let down several inches. By
m heavily affiicW such a time has any claim to be supported as ■ that he is the republican or Mr. Adams the ate, that the republicans must desert him as his future course.
“ There' circumstances were communicat timely exertion the building was saved.
As to
to Jackson,
Jackson, we
we have
have a pestilence, make the rule general, and fly
ny years.
At
“ the Republican Candidaté.
Candidate.”
ij federal candidate. As
ed
to
a
gentleman
of
the
highest
character
die amount of slit
In another factory in this vicinity a lamp,
We are not now examining Mr. Adams’ proved that there is no concert of the repub- from every candidate the moment the feder for honor and truth, by Mr. Cook, and if ne
tanydfect;W -principles—these will be
1 the subject of fu- . licans as a party in his favor, that he has nev- alists begin to speak in his favor. In doing cessary, the names of the friends of General which had been trimmed for evening use,
touched with spirits of turpentine, lit itself at
'1’tised, he geuI1K ture consideration. Our
----------- *. ..enquiry
........... c.
present
is : er professed to act with them, but has pro this, however, you give them a consequence
uills, which lie whether Gen. Jackson is a republican, and ‘ tested against all party discriminations, car and an influence of which perhaps you are Jackson above alluded to, will be placed be noon day, to the no small astonishment of the
huuvuv
benefit,
— from
we call Q.n his friends .for the proof. Where rying the doctrines of amalgamation further, not aware—for in this way they might drive fore the public, accompanied with particu girls employed in the room.
lars. It is not my object to comment on the
iat one or
" are his republican principles to be found, and ; perhaps than any other man in the United youffrom every candidate you would attempt above
statement, but'to give it to the world
tdical
.
’ çure.
........I I'P! in what do they consist ? Wfe decline to ex-| States. His deliberate opinion stands re to support.
FIRE.—On Monday evening, 21st ultas
act of justice to men foully calumnia
dicine.
amine his private character, we forbear, we , corded ; he has never, nor have his friends
But we repeat, the objection comes too late ted.an
between 11 and 12 o’clock, the valuable
”
Nat. Advocate.
jdicine/’saysW', would not if we could, compare the conduct i for him, explained.or taken it back, nor is it and with a very ill grace. You have hereto
blacksmith shop of Levi Sawyer at Garrison
i of the best ere jmputed to him with the principles which he ’ pretended that he has ever changed it. He fore called that party to your assistance, even
hill was destroyed by fire, together with its
in the
is said to profess; for we are well aware ! was never nominated by thè republicans, nor against republicans, and you have rewarded
Recovery from Suspended Animation,
contents. The fire is supposed to have origaidv as a cure re that friendships or enmities might give a has consented to be their candidate.
them with at least an equal participation of
A case is reported in the Ballet Unit., by a inated by a spark flying into the coal-pen.
has been so the coloring which would disguise the truth.' How stands the case with Mr. Adams? If the offices of the State. The leaders of the French physician, M. Burgeois, showing the
buildings in the neighborhood, (some of
rican PhysicianAnd for the same reason wc lay out of the there is any pollution in being touched by Jackson party in Maine have been foremost importance of never abandoning all hope of The
atScurvy,oW' question
•
- *imputations
•
'
“his
• moral federal hands, if federal breath is indeed pes- in this work of amalgamation, and yet they success in restoring animation. A person, which were within a few feet) were saved by
all
against
r Consumption,» eharacter. For all the purposes of this dis- tilential, let us see upon what foundation the would mark off every man as a deserter from who had been twenty minutes under water, the active exertions of the several énginecussion, we are ready to admit that Gen. ’ charge stands that Mr. Adams is the federal the republican cause, who will not prefer was treated in the usual way for the space ot men and citizens. The night was extremely
jo, per box—Soldi>! Jackson is a high minded honorable man, is candidate. And here as in the case of Jack- Gen. Jackson to Mr. Adams. Ybu elect a re an hour without success: when a ligature cold and windy. Several people were con*
perfectly honest, and if President, would do 1 son, we enquire who are, even in Ncw-Eng- publican Governor and Council, and they apt- being applied to the arm, above a vein that siderably frostbitten.— Doner paper.
Mr. Adams’ supporters, thus 'adjifdged point a full proportion of federalists to office, had been previously opened, when 10 ounces
his
best. Still all this does not make him a land,
’
827.
republican. He has never as'we recollect I federalists ? Are Mr. Bell, Senator, and all and this all passes very well; and still every of blood were withdrawn, after which the
Advantages of Advertising.—A person in
professed t® belong to the party, is not’ sup '■ the representatives ofN. Hampshire, Messrs. one is to be excommunicated who dares to be circulation and. respiration gradually return Hartland, advertised two stray colts in this
ported by it, and when that party hail just .Seymour and Chase. Senators, and all the found in company with a federalist in sup ed, though accompanied~by the most dread paper in August last, which led to their dis
ejjdured a struggle and secured a triumph, 'representatives of Vermont; Mr. Silsbee, porting Mr. Adams. We are. not defending ful convulsions. A second, and a third bleed-• covery in a manner that shows the impor
cnrfrvifM
RÌ’à\s that
éfficacy
in party> Senator, and Messrs. Crowninshield, Ricfi- the former policy of the federal part”—we ing was had recourse to, which brought tance of advertising a lost animal. A scrap
d1 assenni^
hethere
who)ewas
thh110 was
a babble/
’ ardson and Bailey, representatives of Massa- believe that most of them regret it them about a favorable sleep, and ultimate recove of paper was picked up at a school by a little
A
...>n, while
he ....
would hang the j chusetts ; Messrs. Knight and Robbins, Sen- selves, but we like consistency, and when the ry on the ensuing day. The public will feel girl, who seeing some animals advertised,
Ar^leatM' . ~f
IfEwWlrea,
'
nortv^rn federalists, would promote to the ; ators, and Mr. Pierce, representative of R. friends of General Jackson in Maine are much obligated to M. Burgeois for his perse carried it home when it was found the de
higfip't offices those of the south, the ref uh- I Island, and the. whole delegation of Cennec- holding them up as a bugbear, it will be our verance in so interesting a branch of his pro- scription answered those which had strayed
flfcan$of New-England may well pause,' lest1 ticut, all—all federalists? Are the governors purpose to strip the mask from political hyp- fessiQH.—London Weekly Ravietv,
i$to her father’s enclosure.
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is now exercised-, approaches nearer to a
sinecure than any other office in this State. rarxTm status ©omgbhss.
COSaSSUÎÎïCJATïOÎÎS.
We keeps the bonds of his Deputies, and dur
ing the sessions ofthe Courts he marches from TWENTIETH CONGRESS.
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
,FIRST SESSION.
the Judge's quarters to the court house twice
a day and back again, and carries his sword
MONDAY, JAN. 28.
The leading Jackson paper in. New-Eng This is the substance of his service. For the
A letter from the Secretary pf the Treasu
land has assailed the supposed writers of thfe latter service he receives fixe dollars per ry was communicated, transmitting state
V rginia and Maine addresses with equal vi day, and for the trouble of keeping the bonds ments, shewing the payments made accord
tuperation and characteristic Billingsgate. one quarter part of all the fees of each of his ing to law at the Treasury during tl e year
Mr. Johnson’s motives aj-e altogether cor Deputies. This must make him up in this 1827, for the discharge of miscellaneous
rupt. He failed in a negotiation with Jack- County a comfortable compensation of from claimsnot otherwise provided for ; the con
son, but succeeded with Adams. Such im fifteen to twenty hundred dollars at least in tracts and purchases made by the collector
putations upon Mr. Johnson will probably cash, in quarterly pay ments. He may re for the revenue service during the year 1826;
h -vc the same effect in Virginia as the assault ceive this and have at least three-fourths of the expenditures on account of sick and disa
upon Mr. Holmes will have in Maine. The his time to devote to other business., or to bled seamen during the year 1826 ; and the
address of the Portland Convention is Mr. ride about and manage the electioneering contracts made relative to light-houses,
fíolmeF address, and in it he contradicts a concerns of his County and of the State. light vessels, beacons, buoys, stakeages, &c.
speech which he’made in 1818 in the House of The Deputies generally take the office not
Mr. Knight presented a resolution of the
Representatives in defence of the General in from choice but from necessity. 1 hey have Legislature of Rhode Island, requesting the
families
depending
upon
their
exertions
for
the Seminole campaign. A quotation is made
Delegation in Congress from the State of
from the speech not embracing the whole Support, are sometimes embarrassed, and will Rhode Island to use all possible efforts, to
paragraph* and even thus garbled the infer turn their hands to almost any honest em procure a further protection to Woollen Man
ence drawn from it would not be toler- ployment for a little ready cash. They-hold ufactures. ’
ai.cu by any man who had the least preten their offices at the pleasure of the Sheriff,
The Senate proceeded to. the considera
and however oppressive he may be, it they tion of the bill for the relief of certain Survisions to accurate English.
It will be recollected that the charges complain, they well know they are exposed ving’Officers of the Revolution, the motion
brought before the House of Representatives to the caprice of arbitrary power. A remo made bv Mr. Parris bn Friday last to recom
against General Jackson were for his unau val from office would be the certain conse mit, for the purpose’ of amending the bill,
thorized and M/íCQKstówUrzízZactsin prosecut quence. Their duties are arduous and un being under consideration—the Chair deci
ing the Seminole war Mr. Cobb of Georgia pleasant. The agony of feeling, at taking ded that the motion was not in order. A de
had in a very able and eloquent speech, con from a poor debtor those things which are bate then occurred, in which Messrs. Wood
tended against the authority and constitution absolutely necessary for the comfort of his bury, Smith, of Md. Parris, Van Buren, Rug
ality of General Jackson’s conduct. He was family at the request of cruel creditors, is all gles, IIarriS->D, and Chambers, took part ;
answered by Mr. Holmes and the quotation theirs. The Sheriff is far removed from this when, on motion of Mr. Noble, the Senate
referred to is in these words.—“ It is not, sir, scene. In all questions of a doubtful nature
because Gen. Jackscn has acquired so much the Deputy must decide at his peril. If he adjourned« ,
glory in defence of his country’s rights that I decides wrong,, however honestly, it is he,
TUESDAY, JAN. 29.
defend him. It is not for the splendor of his and not the Sheriff’, who must pay the dam
Mr. Smith, from the Committee on Com
achievements Or the brilliancy of his charac ages and costs which arise from it. While the merce, made a report, declaring it inexpedi
ter. I would not compromit the rights and Sheriff is, reposing comfortably with his fam ent to make any alteration in the credit sys
liberties of my.country, to screen any man, ily who are living in affluence, the Deputy tem, for duties on goods, &c. imported into
however respectable. If Gen. Jackson has must be exposed to the cold and the heat, the U. States.. The bill for the relief of the
been ambitious I would restrain him, if cruel the storm and the tempest. It may be con surviving officers of .the revolutionary army
I would correct him, if he is proud I would venient for party purposes to have some roll was taken up : the question being on filling
humble him, if he is tyrannical I would dis ing in weafth while others are to be only the blank in-the bill with 1,200,000 dollars, a
arm him. And vet I confess it. would require “ hewers of wood and drawers of water
debate of considerable length took place ;
pretty strong proof to produce conviction To have the Deputies so dependent as to be but the question was not taken when the
that he has intentionally done wrong. At his at the command of the Sheriff, while the Senate adjourned.
age of life, crowned with the honors, and? Sheriff obeys the Judge, whose tenure ^of
In the Senate, on Tuesday, the Chair pre
loaded with the gratitude of his country, what fice is beyond the reach of the people. This sented the following memorial, accompanied
machinery
maybe
well
arranged,
extensive
adequate motive could induce him to tarnish
with an affidavit, from E. N . Sparhawk,
his glory by acts of cruelty and revenge ?” and effectual, but in defiance of reason, jus which was read :—
Here the quotation in that very impartial pa tice, and the equal rights of man, it will not To the fían, the Senate of the United States :
per ends, and even here, and supposing “ the do. But ft is said Deputies are not obliged to
The Memorial of the undersigned (accom
address” to be chargeable upon Mr. Holmes, take the office, if the compensation is inade
. in what is it inconsistent with hit speech ?— quate or the terms hard. True. Nor is a panied by an affidavit of the facts) humbly
sheweth,that
having been subjected to in
For he added “ nor am I disposed to become man obliged to pay excessive interest for the
the advocate of executive usurpation. If the use of money, yet we find in all ages and all sult and violence in the room of the Commit
President of the United States has encroach countries he has had a propensity to do it,- tee of Claims of the . Senate of the United
ed upon the rights of the people, or usurped and the wisest legislatureshave found it ex States, from a person called Duff Green, an
a power not granted by the constitution, it is pedient to make laws to guard him against officer of the Senate on Friday the 25th of
our duty, as guardians of those rights, to cor rhe gripe of the oppressor. Why should a January instant; and having been, threatened
rect the mischief and preserve the republic.” republican legislature, the guardian of the by said Orean with farther violence, in case
Here we see at once the extent of the object. rights of all the people, put ft in the power of your Memorialist should ever write a line ?It was not merely to condemn Gèn. Jackson any man, or class of men to exact more from bout him ’’-considering that such violence was
but the President. If 'Jackson did not prove others, than he is justly entitled to receive. not, in any manner pxovoked by your Memo
distinctly that he acted under the authority No man is fit to be a judge in his own cause« rialist, and that it was committed within a
Qf the President, it was most manifest that and it is easy to perceive how a Sheriff’ room devoted to the use of the Senate ;
the President justified him and assumed the should believe himself entitled to receive Therefore, your Memorialist humbly prays
act of his inferior officer as his own. It was twenty-five per cent from his Deputies, while that such notice may be taken of this matter
then clear that the House of Representatives every other honest, intelligent and disinter as may, in the opinion of your honorable body
had no power to trv an inferior officer and ested man would believe ten per cent wo am comport with its dignity, and extend, protec
that they could only try the President who ple compensation., We may hereafter think tion to individuals, while within the precincts
it expedient to notice the conduct of,some of of the Senate.
had justified him by an impeachment.
Edward Vernon Sparhawk.
What says the address ? “ We would not the members of the Legislature upon this as
Washington city, Jan. 28, 1828.
if we coukl, detract in the least from his well as other subjects.
YORK.
(Jackson’s) military merit, nor willingly
The cause of the attack which gave rise’ to
Jileaf from the laurel which encircles
this m-etrwHal, was briefly this-—Mr. Sparcampaign lias
the Seminole
11 rg - A i-r tve u -ar m ir
n é' efli tor of t n e~
»
For the Ken nep1'
will be passed over herê.''’YtMi.-York American, in which a collusion between
was a military offence and it belonged to the
Au attempt has.been made, by the min the General and xMr. Randolph* relative io
Executive and hot to the Legislature to cor ions of Jackson, to impress upon the public the latter geñtlemaiFs speech, Was charged.
rect and punish it.”—And because Mr. inind the belief that the late convention at
Holmes has, as a member of the convention, Portland, originated with the federalists and
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 30.
voted for this address, he has contradict was federal' in all its features.
They
The bill providing for certain surviving of
ed his defence of Gen. Jackson! Why truly have artfully sought to make it appear as a
because Jackson had not intentionally done concentration of the long scattered federal ficers of the Revolution was taken up, and
wrong—the usurpation of power, if any4 was forces, in order to diminish the influence, it supported by Mr. Berrien in a speech of
the act of the President, and if you please, the might otherwise have upon the community, great fongth : n® question, taken.
President liad not in this transcended the l’he truth is, (if we.must revive obsolete par
THURSDAY, JAN. 31.
constitution. Further that Jackson was a ty distinctions) that convention was neither
The Vice President communicated a state
good officer, had achieved a splendid victory exclusively federal nor exclusively republi
and that if-Mc commander in chief graved, can. A majority were republicans ; but ment of facts, of great length, from Duff
the House of Representatives had no right to many federalists’acted heartily in concert Green, in explanation of the provocation
condemn. What say the convention-? In with them, for the promotion of an object in which produced the outrage complained of
substance the very same thing. Who the which the humblest individual feels the in the memorial of E. V. Sparhawk, which
was read and laid oh the table
most enthusiastic advocate of Gen. Jackson deepest interest.
Mr. Smith of S. C,.against Mr. Van Buren
at that time, even dreamed that he was qualIt is absurd in the extremej and all intelli
’-ifjed to be our President ? “ If he is ambitious gent men know it, and all candid men ac of N. Y. in favor of the Revolutionary Offi
I would restrain him.” Yes and “ if tyran knowledge it, to attach the old distinctive cers bill addressed the Senate ; and then an
nical 1 would disarm, him.” He is ambitious, terms, federal| and republican, to parties as adjournment took place.
in aspiring to an office for which he is unfit — they now exist.' Equally absurd, is it to un
and whether he was “ tyrannical” let the his dertake to arrange the supporters of Adams
FRIDAY, FEB. 1.
tory of his administration as Governor of and Jackson, under those respective heads.
Mr. Parris presented the memorial of the
Florida bear witness. No, there is not a sen For many federalists prefer the former for inhabitants of T homaston, Me. and its vi
tence nor a word in the address which in President, and so do all considerate republi cinity, against any additional duty on im
the least conflicts with the speech.
cans. Thfti’e are republicans who prefer the ports. The bill for the relief of Susan Deca
But if Governor Lincoln of Massachusetts latter and a large body of federalists are tur and others, was taken up, and a motion
has in the same paper been honored by a found in close union with them. Need I to fill the .plank with, $100,000 was postponed
comparison with Benedict Arnold, and Chap mention Pickering, the Giant of federalism ? to take up. the bill for tile relief of the sur
man Johnson of Virginia been charged with or Chittenden, who recalled the militia of viving officers of the Revolution. Several
corrupt motives, what might not the Conven Vermont from fighting the battles of their gentlemen addressed the Senate in favor of
tion of Maine expect from this impartial and country ? Do the sticklers for exclusive re-, the bill, am! others spoke against it. The
honorable advocate of the Jackson cause? publicanism, who pretend to dread so much Senate adjourned to Monday without coming
There is a savage ferocity and gross brutali the pollution of federal touch, know that to a decision on the subject.
ty, a spirit of indiscriminate calumny in cer these men, and a host of others of the same
tain Jackson papers in New England, which stamp are closely associated in the 'same
debase his party and would ruin the best cause with themselves ? T'he remark will, I HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
MONDAY, JAN 28.
cause in the world.
believe upon examination, be found true, and
One hundred and twenty-two memorials
Let the whole of Mr. Holmes’ defence of equally applicable to every section of our
Gen. Jackson in the House of Representa country, that the moderate federalists have petitions, remonstrances, and representa
tives and the address of the Convention be rallyèd around the standard of Adams, while tions were presented; and disposed of. A
published in parallel columns and then the the "Ultra federalists have embodied them number of these were from New-Hampshire,
Vermont, Maine and Massachusetts.
public might judge of the discrepancy.— selves with the Jackson forces.
"ITie resolutions offered
Whoever reads the- resolutions discussed in
When it is well known to every person,
the House of Representatives, and the de who has taken the most careless glance at by Mr. Cj hid ton, together with the amend
bates, will be well convinced that the blame, the political aspect of the times, that the fed ments thereto, were further debated. A
if any, attached to the administration, who eral party has been broken down, by the number of gentlemen addressed the Houses
had screened and justified Jackson and no weight of the presidential question, and its but no decision was had when an adjourn
man who ever read the constitution would scattered members arrayed, in company ment was called for and carried.
The consideration of Mr. Chilton’s resolu
imagine that thé House had any power to pun with republicans, on Opposite sides of a new
ish a mere military officer—he would see line .of separation, drawn in reference to that tions and the amendments was resumed.-—
that the power of impeachment
ex question, we see with how much propriety The Hoqse sustained the Speaker in his de
pressly to “ the President, Vice President and with how mtich truth, meetings of citi cision on the question of order, from which
and all civil officers” and that no executive zens, favorable to Adams, can be pronounced Mr. McDuffie had appealed, by a vote of 91
to 62. Mr. Vance was therefore permitted
officer can be removed by either House, or federal, or to Jackson, republican.
be subject to their censure but by im
The impossibility of placing the presiden to conclude his remarks. Mr. Pearce of R. I.
peachment, The Convention were there tial question upon old party grounds is as ob Mr. Bell of Ten. and Mr. Dorsey of Md. suer
fore right in passing over that transaction, as vipus, tb every man of understanding, as the cessively took the floor : the latter gave way
owe examined and decided. And although a shining of the noon-day sun. And the designs for a motion to adjourn* and the House ad
very large portion of the community (and of those who would make us believe, that the journed again without taking the question.
none more than the Gearglans and Virgini cause of Adams is identified with the inter
ans) still entertain the belief that Gen. Jack- ests of the Federal party, are no less obvious.
TUESDAY, JAN. 29.
son did then flagrantly violate the constitu T’his was perhaps the best expedient artful
The debate on Mr. Chilton’s resolution
tion, the laws of nations and our treaty with demagogues could hit upon, to promote their became so warm and personal that Mr.
Spain, yet they forbore to discuss any point own schemes of aggrandizement. It now Speaker Stevenson felt himself called upon,
upon which they knew public opinion was remains for an intelligent people to decide by the duty he owed to the House and to the
decided. A Member- of the Convention. upon the measure of success that shall crown station he filled, to interpose his authority,
and maintain order and dignity. He re
their labors.
A MECHANICK.
gretted, deeply,-he said, the unpleasant char
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
acter which the debate had assumed, and
DARIEN, GEO. JAN. 15.
which, if continued, was calculated to have a
Since we declared our predilection in fa- baneful effect upon the deliberations of the
The inequality between the compensation vor
of Mr. Adams* administration, our sub House. He impressed upon the minds of
of Sheriffs and their Deputies according to scription list has been swelled to that degree,
the necessity of enforcing order,
the labour of each, is so manifest, that no man that we are compelled to reject all further gentlemen
asked their co-operation in repressing
can examine the subject, without being as applications unless the 'subscription money and
tonished that it has been so, long permitted be enclosec^and the postage paid. It is truly offensive personalities and recrimination.
to remain in a government professing to be gratifying to hear ot the many converts to
WEDNESDAY, JAN, 23.
republican, and to regard equally the rights the good cause, since the electian of Gov.
Com muni cations from the Departments
of all its citizens. The office of Sheriff as it F orsy th.— Gazette,
were received containing the information

allowed oil ahy quantity of sail-uttek, }ess Abe square i
than fifty bolts, exported in one ship or vessel est^,,e05-:
at any one time. And in all cases of draw,
back of duties claimed on cordage manufac». Ctír
tured from foreign hemp, the amount of feasuty «J
drawback shall be computed by the quantity
of hemp used, and excluding the weight of
tar, and-all other materials used in manufac Si!ithousanc
turing the cordage.
mce®ere°r
Sec. 5. And be it further enacted, That, j'hedocnnjf
from and after the thirtieth day of June, one enexecuted
thousand eight hundred and twenty-eight, ! ¡eredtobef
there shall be levied, collected and paid, in lieu 1
THURSDAY, JAN. 31.
of the duties now imposed by law, on window
NEW TARIFF.
L motion ol
Mr. Mallary ot Vt. from the Committee on glass, of the s’zes above ten inches.by'fifteen |
Manufactures’, to which was referred sundry inches, five dollars for one hundred square
memorials, petitions and remonstrances, in feet : Provided, That all window glass i«. fttee on
relation to an increase of the Tariff of Duties ported in plates or sheets uncut, shall be tconunta:
on Imports, by way of protection to Home chargeable with thè same rate of duty-on arrange J
Manufactures, made a report in detail, con vials’and bottles, not exceeding the capacity •ads; an(!a1'
taining the.examinations made by the Com of six ounces each, one dollar and seventy,
Ae resolute
mittee, of persons under oath ; and accompa five cents per groce.
Sec. 6. And be it further enacted, That all
nied by the following bill; which bill was
twice read and committed to the Committee cotton cloths whatsoever, or cloths of which fSU^CL r
of the Whole House on the State of the Un cotton shall be a component material, except- «fromthe c
ing nankeens imported direct from China, the tiallytliat/‘
ion.
cost of which at the place whence foreign into
“ A Bill, in alteration of the several acts im original
imported, with the addition of twenty per
posing duties on.lmoorts.
cent, if imported from the Cape of Good jji’. Randol
l( Be it enacted, Cfc. That, from and after Hope, or fiom any place beyond it ; and of . Joor when
the thirtieth day of June, one thousand eight ten per cent, if imported from any other
hundred and twenty-eight, in lieu of the du place, shall be less than thirty-five cents the
ties now imposed by law, on the importation square yard; shall, with such addition, be
of the articles hereinafter mentioned, there taken and deemed to have cost thirty-five
shall be levied, collected, and paid, the fol cents the square ^ard, and charged with duty
lowing duties ; that is to say :
accordingly.
First On iron, in bars or bolts, not manu
Sec. 7. And be it further enacted, That in
factured, in whole, or in part, by rolling, one all cases where the duty which now is, or
cent per pound;
hereafter may be imposed, on any goods, siety. A N
Second. On bar iron, made wholly, or in wares, or merchandise, imported into the fU'il Packet
part, by rolling, thirty-seven dollars per ton. United States, shall, by law, be regulated by,
Third. On iron, in pigs, sixty-two and or be directed to be estimated or levied upon 'London and
one-half cents per one hundred and twelve the value of the square yard, or of any other ¡daily expe<
pounds.
quantity or parcel thereof ; and in all cases
ate in(^e’
fourth. On iron or steel wire not exceed where there is or shall be imposed any ad
ingnumber fourteen, six cents per pound, and valorem rate of duty on any goods, wares, or embers of C<
over number fourteen,, ten cents per pom d.
merchandise, imported into the United
Fifth. Un round iron, or brazier’s rods, of States, it shall be the duty of the Collector [oftlm11 Rei
three-sixteenths to eight-sTkteenths of an within whose district the same shall be im
inch diameter, incluisve ; and on iron in nail ported or entered, to cause the actual value J Water-rot
or spike rods, slit or rolled; and on iron in thereof at the time and place from which pvass, Cabk
sheets, and hoop iron ; and on iron slit or the. same shall have been imported into the ¡pgDocume
rolled for band ’ron, scroll iron, or easement United States, to be appraised, estimated/
rods, three and one-half cents per pound.
and ascertained, and the number of such -Room by
Sixth. On axes, adzes, drawing knives, yards, parcels, or quantities, and such actual
cutting knives, sickles or reaping hooks, value of every of them, as the case may re behave rec
scythes, spades, shovels, squares of iron or quire ; And it shall, in every such case, be Washingtor
steel, bridle bits of all descriptions, steel the duty of the appraisers of the United .
yards and scale beams, socket chisels, vices, States, and of every of them, and of every feted m the
and screws of iron, for wood, called wood other person who shall act as such apprais ition to pubi
screws, ten per cent, ad valorem, in addition er, by all the reasonable waysand means in U as we can
to the present rates of duty.
his or their power, to ascertain, estimate,and
Seventh. On steel, one dollar and fifty appraise the true and actual value, any in
cents per one hundred and twelve pounds
voice or affidavit thereto to the contrary not- he third an
Sec. 2. Find be it further enacted, That? wi hstanding, of the said goods, wares, and dressed “ T<
from and after the thirtieth day of June, one merchandise, at the time and place from fed on our fii
thousand eight hundred and twenty eight, whence the same shall have been imported The .politic?,
there shall be levied, collected, and paid, on into the United States, and the number of
the importation of the. articles hereinafter such yards, parcels, or quantities, and all ling page ar
mentioned, the following duties,, in lieu of such goods, wares, and merchandise, being, 1 ie wise say’n
those now imposed by law :
manufactures such actual value of every of tamed, anc
First. On wool manufactured, seven cents them, as the case may require ; of wool, or kndergomg
per pound ; and also, in addition thereto, whereof wool shall be a component parti
forty per cent, ad valorem,, until the thirtieth which shall be imported into the United
day of June, one thousand eight hundred and States in an unfinished condition, shall, in ev
twenty nine ; from which time, an additional ery such appraisal, be taken, deemed, and better frou
ad valorem duty of five per cent, shall be im estimated, by the said appraisers and every »ber, menti1
posed annually, until the whole of said ad va of them., and every person who shall act as tan, Capí
lorem duty shall amount to fifty per cent. such appraiser, to have been, at the time for of Gre
And all wool imported on the skin, shall be and place from whence the same were im- n a quantit
United States, of as great fe Cherub a
actual value, as if the same had been entirely
wool.
Second. On manufactures of wool, or of finished.—And to the value of the said goods, fauArty
which wool shall be a component part, (ex wares, and merchandise,, so ascertained, lif U.S.shi/
cept blankets, worsted stuff goods, bomba there shall, in all cases where the same are [ior. 8,1827
zines. hosiery, mits, gloves, caps, and bind or shall be charged with an ad valorem duty, fhenews of
ings,) the actual value of which, at the place be added alt charges, except insurance, ¡¡io arrived 1
whence imported, shall not exceed fifty cents and also twenty per centum on the said actu king. The
the square yard, there shall be levied, collect al value and charges, if imported from the Miately fled
ed and paid, sixteen cents on every square Cape of Good Hope, or any place be y grooved
yond the same, or from beyond Cape Hom; larves, wher
yard.
Third. On all manufactures of wool, or of or ten per centum if from any other place or fear were dr
which wool, shall be a component part, ex country : and the said ad valorem rates of du e town in t
cept as aforesaid, the actual value of which, ty shall be estimated on such aggregate Ke. For sei
at the place whence imported,, shall exceed amount, any thing in any act to the contrary trailed amar
fifty cents the square yard, and shall not ex notwithstanding Provided,. T'hat, in all [fas were i
ceed one dollar the square yard, there shall cases where any goods, wares, or merch.m- rs were dost
be levied, collected and paid a duty of forty dise, subject to ad valorem duty, or whereon a great quar
the duty is, or shall be, by law, regulated by, ¡ted, As ye
cents on every square yard.
Fourth. On all manufactures of wool, or or be directed to be estimated or levied upon 3 the alarm 1
of which wool shall, be a component part, the value of the square yard, or ahy other ar alone has
except as aforesaid, the actual value of quantity er parcel thereof, shall have been ng. Despat
which, at the place whence imported, shall imported into the United States, from a coun a Bashaw ft
exceed one dollar the square yard, and shall try other than that jn which the same were ntsof whicl
not exceed two dollars and fifty cents the manufactured or produced, the appraisers, ars are efit
square yard, there shall be levied, collected, shall value the same at the current value rand Seigno
and paid, a duty of one dollar on every square thereof, at the time of such last exportation jtions, a gene
to the United States, in the country where ms will take
yard.
Fifth, ATI manufactures of wool, or of the same may have been originally manufac ixiously for
tured
or produced.
pchrane lam
which wool shall be a component part, ex
Sec. 8. And be itfurther enacted, That, in fed of Scio,
cept as aforesaid, the actual value of which,
all
cases
where
the'
actual
value
to
be
ap.
p who shut t
at the place whence imported, shall exceed
two dollars and fifty cents the square yard, praised, estimated and ascertained, as herein, I, were mure
before
stated,
of
any
goods,
wares,
or
mer

fa are the
and shall not exceed four dollars the square
yard, shall, be deemed to have cost, at the chandise, imported’into the United States,
place whence imported, four dollars the and subject to any ad valorem duty, or
square yard, and a duty of forty per cent, ad whereon the duty is regulated by or directed •Aletter fro
valorem shall be levied, collected, and paid, to be imposed or levied on, the value of the iceivedatNi
square yard, or other parcel or quantity
on such valuation.
mate had re
Sixth. On all manufactures of wool, or of thereof, shall by ten per centum exceed the [the Nation
which wool shall be a component part, except invoice value thereof, in addition to the duty uropeanSpa
as aforesaid, the actual value of which, at the imposed by law on the same, if they had ssembling, w
place whence imported, shall exceed four been invoiced at their real value, as afore Ä, ÀtC
dollars the square yard, there shall be levied, said, there shall be levied and 'collected Q» asses had ro
collected, and paid, a duty of forty-five per the same goods, wares, and merchandise,, S100,000in
fifty per centum of the duty so imposed on
cent .adv a lore m.
lonties were
Seventh. On woollen ’blankets, hosiery, the same goods,, wares, and merchandise,. jrehot.call
mits, gloves, and bindings, thirty-five qjer Ii when fairly invoiced : Provided always,. lie military t
I T’hat nothing in this section contained shall
cent, ad valorem.
a. Many ro
Sec. 3. And he it further enacted, That,!I be so constiued to impose the said last mem lie public rot
vui 1UIJVU |
from and after the’ thirtieth of June, one ! tioned duty of fifty per centum for ari variance?
;ooc!s pro
thousand eight hundred and twenty-eight, between the bona fide invoice of gouds
ie- provise
pr«-.-, h'e]eaTnf
there be levied, collected and paid, on the duced in the.manner specified in the
to
the
seventh
section
of
this
act,
and the I the 14th
importation of the following articles, in lieu
current value of the said merchandise in the hraCfaz,tl
of the duty now imposed by law :
First. On unmanufactured hemp,forty-five country where the same may have beeiy iwefromth
dollars per ton, until the thirtieth day of June, originally manufactured or produced. And, wlytopui
one thousand eight hundred and twenty-nine, further, That, the penalty of fifty per cent olearirfh
from which time, five dollars per ton in addi um imposed by the thirteenth section of the Ifa of tht
tion, per annum until the duty shall amount act, entitled “ An act supplementary to, and Bed that
to amend, the act, entitled “ An act to regu-. leave the
to sixty dollars per ton.
Second. On unmanufactured flax, forty-five late the collection of duties on imports anf ®ns had (
dollars perton, until the thirtieth day of June, tonnage, passed the second day of March, »departure
one thousand eight hundred and twenty-nine, one thousand seven hundred and ninety-nine, tedthe
from which time an additional duty of five and for other purposes,” approved March 1st
dollars per ton, per annum, until the duty one thousand eight hundred and twentythree, shall not be deemed to apply or attach another E
shall amount to sixty dollars per ton.
from tl
Third. On sail-duck, nine cents the square to any goods, wares, or merchandise, which ■arn
shall be subject to the additional duty of fifty hit. that
yard.
Fourth. On’molasses, ten cents per gallon.* per centum, as aforesaid, imposed' by this other dest
Mui sixty I
Fifth. On all imported distilled spirits, ten section of this act.
Sec. 9. And be it further enacted, That it faipdlyw
cents per gallon, in addition to the duty now
shall be the duty of the Secretary of the «k-Streets
imposed by law.
* Sec. 4. And he it further enacted, That, Treasury, under the direction of the Presi ia heap of g
from and after the thirtieth day of June, one dent of the United States from time to time, «Wat
thousand eight hundred and twenty-eight, no to'es.tablish such rules and regulations, not ffwasinsu
drawback pf duty shall be allowed on the ex inconsistent with the laws of the United Rs.Elijs
portation of any spirit, distilled in the United States, as the President of the United States, 'pngilon,'
States from Molasses : no drawback shall be shall think proper, to securea just, far’^l ’| Waddel
Richard
and impartial appraisal of a’s
*The committee who reported this duty wares, and merchandise as alm* _.u, itnport- fferers. V
on Molasses, were appointed by a Jackson ed into the United States, and just and prop pittas soi
Speaker,
er entries of such actual value thereof, and |W mis
called for by a resolution of Mr. Sloäne rela
tive to the Court Martial at Mobile,—and al
so the facts called for by a resolution of Mr.
Kremer respecting the change of the public
printing, &c. of the Port.of Philadelphia.
The House then took up the resolution of
Mr.-Chilton. Mr. Dorsey addressed the Chair
at some length. Mr. Wickliffe had just ob
tained the floor in reply, and made a few pre
liminary remarks, when the House adjourn
ed.
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At a Courtof Probate holden at Kennebunk, ii 7&7OTICÉ is hereby given to the heirs of;
the estate of MaTtiiew Ham, late of
within ana for the County of York, on the 1LU
;
first 'Tuesday, of February, in the year of i\ Shapleigh, in the County of York, deceased,
our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty and all others concerned— That Matthew
eight.
Ham, Jr. has presentee! tome the subscri
N the petition of ANNE GOODWIN, ber, Judge of the Court of Probate, within
administratrix of the estate of Silas arid for said crijimty, an instrument, pur
Goodwin, late of South-Berwick, in said coun
porting

to be the last will and testament of the
ty, deceased, representing that the personal sa,id Matthew, and that the first Tuesday in
estate of said deceased is not sufficient to pay March is assigned to take the.Probate there 
the just debts which he owed at the time of of, at aProbate Court then to be held at Ken
his death by the sum of eleven hundred dol nebunk, in said County, dt ten of the clwck in
lars and ninety three cents, and praying for a the forefioon, when arid where they may be
license to sell and convey so much of the real present and shew cause;, if any they have,
above ten inches'•
Friday, Feb. 1.
estate of said deceased as may be necessary why the same should not be proved, approv
for one h^riotion of Mr. Mallory it was resolved,
for the payment of said debts and incidental ed arid allowed as the last will and testament
1 hat all winfT.e testimony taken before the Comof said deceased. ,
r
charges.
or sheets unm on Manufactures, be committed to
ORDERED,—That the petitioner give w .Given under my Hand at Kennebunk, this
the same rate ¿!h‘1,‘nfttee, v;hh authority to connect
notice
thereof
to
the
heirs
of
said
deceased,
fifth day of February, in the year of ótír Lord
tot exceedin?tUange the same under appropriate
and to all persons interested in said estate, eighteen hundred and twenty-eight.
‘»one dollar anj and also to superintend the printing,
by causing a copy of this order to be publish«JON AS CLARK.
e.
% arranged. 'The House then took
ed in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
i further nacteii esolutions of Mr. Chilton. Mr. EvKennebunk, in said county, three weeks suc
:soever, orc|oH «ivered his sentiments at length on
cessively, that they may appear at .a Probate
Wfonentniate uiect’
vindicated the administraCourt to be holden at Kennebunk, in said
rted directfi
the charges brought against it, escounty, on the first 'Tuesday in March next,
the Subscribers having , been ap
hich at the ni?r that which relates to the expenses
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew,
pointed by the Hon. Jonas Clark,
he addition of
intercourse, and the sums paid to
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of Judge
.
of Probate, for thè County, of York,
from th? r >ams while abroad. He, was followed
said petition should not be granted.
Commissioners to receive and examine the
Y Place bevonditiRa,?dolPh ’ ,.and/Mr- Hamilton had
JONAS
CLARK,
Judge
of
said
Court.
claims of creditors to thè estate Of
imported from r when an adjournment was called for.
A true Copy—Attest,
’than thirty
EBENEZER JONES,
An Indian was put to death near the falls
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg’r.
of the Chatahoochy, Georgia, by his tribe,
Feb. 9.
late of Wells, in said County, deceased, rep
for having accidently killed another Indian
resented insolvent, Mariner, hereby give no-,
KENNEBUNK. FEBRUARY %
’ra, and charge _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ while wrestling with him. It was proved
At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk, tice, that six months, from the fifth day of
within
and
for
the
County
of
York,
on
the
that this man bad formerly killed a man by
February inst. is allowed said creditors to
MEMORANDA.
•tfurt/ler
.... a=^===::
accident, and as among the Indians two acciSaco, Jan. 29—Ar., sehr. Caspian, Storer, first Tuesday of Fubruary, in the year of present and prove their claims, and that we
ic ch>ty whi^ »ifrom Europe is looked for witlimuch dental deaths, caused by the same individual, New-York, via Boston; 31st» sch. Mik>, • our Lord eighteen hundred and tw nty- shall attend that service at the store of Will
eight.
La??08^’ 0RaL A New-York paper mentions that amounts to murder, he was sentenced to Bunker, Richmond, via Boston.—-Sailed, 31st,
iam Gcoch, in said Wells, on the last Mon
n the petition of ABIGAIL BACHEL- day of this and the five following months,
JI, by iawn'fe*1*2’1>acke^ areon thriir way from Hav- death and executed in one hour after the acci sch. Enterprise, Gillpatrick, Alexandria.
DER, administratrix of the estate of from two to four o’clock P. M. of each of said
happened. He met his fate with appa
Ar. Holmes Hole, 31st ult. sch. Azof, Na
c estimated q|§on
Liverpool to that city, and dent
Joshua Bachelder, late of Sanford, in said
rent indifference.,
days.
WILLIAM .GOOCH 7 Commisson,
12
days
from
Richmond,
for
Boston.
county, deceased, representing that the per
]uareyard,orof31i'y expected to arrive,
SETH HATCH.
5 szowew
Ar.
at
New
York,
28th
ult.
Barque
Philesonal
estate
of
said
deceased
is
not
sufficient
thereof; and ii,{
-——----- Wells, February 5,1828.
The Delaware and Hudson Canal is 117 tus, Morrill, of Saco, New-Orleans, Balize, to pay the just debts which he owed at the
shall be ¡mj^re indebted to the polite attention of miles
long—at its Southern extremity, a Rail 26.
‘
■
time of his death by the sum of thirty-five
ity on any goods, l?rs of Congress, in forwarding us . cop- way, 16| long, runs over the Moosick moun
N certain curé for the ITCH.
Qld. at New-Orleans, 25th ult. brig Union,
iiwdutYof ¿k“Reports from '1,c Navy DcPart~ tain to the Coal Mines, overcoming an eleva Smith, of this port, for New-York.—Ar. 9th dollars and seventy cents, and praying for a
HIS filthy arid mfectiotfs disorder, be it
further license to sell and convey so much
ever so inveterate, may be- cured it?
let the same shi1 relation to experiments on Ameri tion of 858 feet. Seven Locomotive Steam ult. sch. Packet, Jefferds, of this port.
«lore of the real estate of said deceased as
Engines will be employed on three planes,
Ar.
at
the
Balize,
12th
ult.
Carroll,
Walk

one hour’supplication by the use of
to cause the abater-rotted Hemp, when made into and 5 Stationary Engines and three Brakes er, Porto Rico—Sailed, 8th, ship Delos, may be necessary for the payment of said
debts and incidental charges;
>e and place
Cables and Cordage.” This Ínter- on the ascents, graded at 5 degrees. Cost of Bragdon, of this poll, for Havre.
ORDERED—That the petitioner give
Te emm2T^0Cument may
at ourCount- the Railway $178,900. Engines $1600 each.
Ar; at Charleston, S. C, 20th ult, brigs notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
It is unrivalled fpr the pleasantness, ease,
Hudson,
Lord,
and
Huron,
Fairfield,
of
and
and alj persons interested, in said estate by expedition, safety and certainty, with which
and
by tbose wh° w5sh !° Peruse
The Frederick (Maryland) Advertiser 11 days from this port.
causing
a
copy
of
this
order
to
be
published
produces a perfect cure of this disease.
quantities, and®l
—- ---- announces that, on Wednesday last week,
At Jeremie, 16th ult. brig Sabat, Clark, of in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken it
The Ointment is known to be so certain and
hem, as the ca<e>ave received from an attentive friend a Mrs. Chalmers intended to deliver a Ma Wells, just ar.
nebunk,
jn
said
county,
thrje
weeks
succes

ill,in every slid]t^-ne.toni “The Virginia Address,” sonic Oration composed by herself; and be
In Port, at New-Orleans, 14th ult. brig sively, that they may appear at a Probate expeditious in its operation, as to effect a
in one how'« duplicati m only ! without
ryTtE
Pamphlet form.—It is our in- sides this the lady promises to“ disclose the Ivory Lord, of this port, for Havre, loading ; Court to be holden at Kennebunk, in said cure
brig Com. Preble, of do. for New York, load County, on the first Tuesday in March next, any hazard of taking cold., as the composition
whole secrets of Masonry:”
shall act as snelu to publish this interesting paper as
does not contain the least particle of mercu
ing.
at ten of t|je clock in the forenoon, and shew ry, or any other dangerous ingredient; it
ionable waysand twe can. find room,
News paper Report.—It has been stated
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of may Be applied with perfect safety in the
SPOKEN.
to ascertain, estk
___ ____
in several newspapers without the shadow of
Lat. 29 20, Ion. 86 40, brig Volant, Fair said petition should not be granted.
state of pregnancy, arid even to childreïi at
there““fourth ,of a 8eries "lumbers foundation for the statement, that the Rev. field, of this port, from Porto Rico.
JONAS CLARK, Judge of said Court.
the breast.
,
Dr.
Nichols
of
Portland,
has
been
appointed
A true Copy—Attest,
Price 37i cents a box—wi'tli ample direc
he said goods, Wed “ To the people of Maine” will be President of Harvard University. Our read
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg’r.
tions.
the time and pkn our first page.
LOBATE NOTICES.
ers cannot need to be informed that the Rev.
Prepared from thè Original Recipe in m. s;
Feb. 9.
_____________ _
shall have beemip0¡¡tica| communications on the pre- Dr. Kirkland is President w'tlie University,
;
Ata Court of Probate Itylden at Kennebunk, At a Court of Probate holden at Kcnneountc, of the late Dr. W. T. CoNWAY„by his imme
are WOrthy “ atten,iv<: perusal. and in the regular performance of the duties
diate
Successor, arid th'e sole Proprietor, T.
within and for the County of York, on the
within and for the County of York, on the
J, and merchanfe’se sayings of the Heroites are neatly of his office.
first Tuesday ofEebruary, in the year oj first Tuesday of February, in the year of KIDDER, of whom it may be had wholesale,
(with all the other medicines prepared by
our Lord eighteen hundred and twentyh actual value of med, and the affairs of our own State
our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty the
late Dr. Conway J at his Counting Room,
eight.
Administration Meeting
may require; oitergolng a slight investigation,
eight.
W the petition of JOHN MILLER, Jr. ¿g~|kN the petition of CHARLES BRAD- over No. 70, corner oi Court and Hanoverall be a compon®_________
FOR YORK DISTRICT.
and Lynthia M. Gould, administrators
imported into W
a
BURYr administrator of the estate of streets, and at retail, by his special appoint-»'
....
of the estate of Thomas F. Gould, lateStephen
of
In pursuance of a resolution of the gen
ished condition,sH
FROM SMXRNA.
Towne, late of Kenncbunk-port, in ment, bv
il, be taken, d«ter from Smyrna daud the Wth No- eral Convention of the people of this State Kennehuhk-port, in said County, deceased, said county,
deceased, representing that the JOHN LILLIE, Kennelunk.
• snirl nnnrainW, noentions that the U. S. sloop of war held at Portland, on the 23d and 24th represènting that the personal estate of said personal estate of said deceased is not suffi
*4*ObSèfve that norie are genuine without
ha« captured a
deceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts cient to pay the just debts which he owed at the written signature of T. Kidder, on tire
O Uivp hepn att/of Greek piratical vessels and reta- days of January, A. D. 1828, friendly to which he owed at the time of his death by the time of his death by the sum of two thou outside
wrapper.
■hencefhe e^uantity of goods belonging to the the present Administration of the Gener the sum of ten hundred and sixty-five dollars sand, three hundred and forty-four dollars
and
sixty-two
cents,
and
praying
for
a
license
Jnited States, o{Jieruri and Rob Roy.
al Government and open and,decided adand seventy-seven cents and praying for a
VdCIli
IrVFTTvr Oyi"*'’'-.
: the same had tat
—“
?u4ease’d as may be ritecessriff
to thè subscriber
estate of said ‘deceaseffas may be neces A
the value oirieat rfa letter from an officeron ooaru ct Adams to the office of President of the navment of said debts and incidental chargés? Teal
for the payment of said debts and inci zsL either by note or accomit, are .request
rchandise, soasti'Z. Y.ship Lexington, dated Smyrna, . United States, the “ friends of the’ Na ‘ ORDERED—That the petitioners give no sary
ed to call arid settle the same, previous, to the
dental charges.
cases where the® 8.1827.
,
tional Administration and openly and de tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and ORDERED, That the petitioner give no first day of April next, arid save themselves
ed with an adval®^ews of the great «aval battle at Navto all persons interested in said estate, by tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and the troublé and expense of having their ac
mrges, except iis,rr¡Ved hereon the 28th, late in the cidedly in favor of the re-election of causing a copy oi this order* to be published in . to all persons interested, in said estate, by counts adjusted by an Attorney.
>er centumonthei. The Christians in the country im- John Quincy Adams,” in the York Con the Kennebunk Gazette, printed m Kenne causing a copy of this order to be published
Benjamin bourne.
’ges, if imported í¿jy fled to the city, and those in the gressional District, are requested to meet bunk, in said county, three weeks’successive in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne
W®
Wood and Produce
Hope, or any Amoved with their effects to the at the Court House, in Alfred, on ly, that they may appear at a Pi’obate Court bunk', in said county, three weeks successive
r from beyend Cape'.s, where the English and French men Thursday, the fourteenth day of Febru to be holden at Kennebunk, in said countv, on ly, that they may appear at a Probate Court at Cash price will be received for payment
Feb. 2.
i if from any otherjwere drawn up, ready to fire upon
the first Tuesday in March next, at tepot the to be holden at Kennebunk, in said county, on until that time.
saidadvakiwirivn in case a massacre should take ary inst. at seven o’clock in the evening, clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, R any the first Tuesday in March next, at ten of
for
the
purpose
of
nominating
a
candi

mated on such a|( For several days great consternation
they have, why the prayer of said petition the clock in the forenoon, arid shew cause, if
gin any act tothe fed among the Christians. Great prep- date for District Elector.
gny they have, why the prayer of said peti
should not be granted.
Provided, Ms were made by the I urxs, the bazW
BALES, this day received and for
JONAS CLARK, Judge of said Court.
tion should not be granted.
goods, wares, or fere closed, all business was suspended.
/
Sale at Boston prices, 20 to 50 cents
JONAS CLARK, Judge ofSaid CourL
A true Cp/?y—Attest,
IITMCTBJàX.
. valorerti duty,<ri?at quantities of military stores colper lb. by
WM. CUT 1ER ALLEN, Reg r.
A trite copy—Attest,
ill be, by law.repli As yet, nothing has been attempted,
GREENOUGH, BODWELL 8c Co.
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg’r.
Feb. 9.
be estimated Oftó alarm has in some measure subsided ;
February 1, 1828.
Feb.
9.
square yard, orfone has probably restrained them so
Ata Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk,
1 thereof, shall te Despatches have been received by
, within and for the County of York:, on the Ata Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
United States,tehaw from Constantinople, the epnwithin and for the County^/ York, on the
first Tuesday of February, in the year of
iat in w’r.ich the suf which are kept secret, and gi eat
first Tuesday in February, in the year of
our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty
produced, thea|fire entertained that as soon as tire
FURTHER time of four Weeks from
our Lord eighteen hundred and twehtyeight.
a,He at the Jseignor shall
wmp’eted prepathe first day of February instant—will
^ri||N the petition of DAVID BOYD, ad-,
A
LICE
CLARK,
administratrix
of
the.
be allowed to those indebted to the Subscri
ministrator of the estate cf Samuel
MARRIED—In Limerick, Mr. William
estate
of
Jotham
Clark,
Jate
of
ber
of
more
than three months standing to set
Maxwell late of Wells, in said county, de
Lord, to Miss Harriet Avery.
In Dover, N. H. Mr. James Clark, of Ber ceased, representing that the personal estate Wells, in said County, deceased» having pre tle rind pay the same.*-Disbelieved thatthosri
wick, to Miss Mary Burnham, of Di formerly of said deceased is not sufficient to pay the sented her first account of administration ot who are riot totally depraved will not neglect
this notice—those who do, may be .assured'
just debts, which he owed at the time of his the estate of said deceased, for allowance •’
of Newfield.
ORDERED—-That the said administra that there is no myètery about it, as the next
In Providence, Mr. Jonathan C. Parmen death by the sum of two hundred and fiftyleand“eZvkmurdered. The-forts still held out. ter, junior editor of the Literary Cadet, to three dollars and eighty thhee cents, and trix give notice to all persons interested, bv must .be in plain languages Greeting.
B. PALMER.
my goods, wares, mrethe facts.
praying for a license to sell arid convey so causing a copy of thisxorder to be published
Miss Sarah P. Mason.
In Winthrop, Jan. 24th, by the Rev. Ste muçh of the real estate of sâid deceased as three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
Febrriariy 2, 1828.
d into the UiM
phen Lovell, Rev. Aaron Sanderson of the may be necessary for the payment of said Gazette, printed at KennnbunkHn said Coun
any ad valorem i
VERA CRUZ.
ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court
is regulated by of ^er frOm Vera Cruz, dated 21st Dec, Methodist Episcopal Church, Kennebunk debts and incidental charges.
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no to’be held at Kennebunk, in said County, on
levied on, thevalokfl. at New-Orleans, mentions that the port, to Miss Catherine Howard, of the for
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, the first Tuesday in March next, at ten of
other parcel off had rejected the law which had pass- mer place.
.
r
In Liberty, Master David Turner, 3d, of/ and to all persons interested, in said estate, by the clock in the ’forenoon, and shew cause, if
•enner centum ««National Congress, for expelling the
■éof in addition<an Spaniards.—The disaffected were Palermo, aged 17, to Miss Almira Brown, of causing a copy of this order to be published any they have, why the same should not be(
in Hie saniq idling, with an intent to overawe the Liberty, aged 14, after a courtship of five in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne allowed.
bunk, in said county, three weeks successiveJONAS CLARK, Judge.
eir real value,®. AtOrmebla, it is said, the lower
e levied and <had robbed the European Spaniards 5 e?n Gardiner, Mr. Daniel Tibbets, to Miss1 ly, that they may appear at a Probate Court
A true Copy—Attest,
.
.
to beholden at Kennebunk, in said coimty^on
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg’rwires and mertf),000An money and effects. I he au- Mary Robinson.
In Nashoba, (Tenn.) Richieson Whitby, the first Tuesday in March next, at" teri
f the duty so infes were overawed by the populace, and
Feb. 9._____________________
Just received and for Sale bv
wares ¡nd ^not.call upon the military. Gai-gica, -Fm. to Miss- Camilla Wright, sister of Miss1 of the clock in the forenoon and shew cause, At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
JAMES K. REMICIU
kred • ’ Prorflitary chief was in possession of Oaja- Frances Wright,-author of“ Sketches of So if any they have, why the prayer of said pe
Feb. 2.
within
and
for
the
Cotinty
of
York,
on
the
[
tition should not be granted.
5« section coiiManv robberies had been committed on ciety and Manners in America.”
first 'Tuesday in February, in the year q/|
In Millbury, on the 31st ult. Mr. Williams1
JONAS CLARK, Judge of said Court.
Jfmnose tli£ saMTlic roads, and business was at a stawl.
our L<ord eighteen hundted and twenty- I
aged 97, to Miss Polly Candle, aged 14, both
A true Copy—Attest.
{ per centum for^
---------- --WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg’r. j eight.
of Green River Hollow.
ARY HUFF, widow of Robert Huff, A ND for sale at J. K. Remich’s Bookstore
fide inVS i t Hearn (says the N. Orleans Met. Adv.
Whatever is odd on Hymen’s page.
Feb. 9.
_____ ___
late of Kenriebunk-port, in said coun YUl in Kennebunk, and at the Store of Cot
,cr Speohis a * Wth ulQ by sch. Exchange, from
The wags in rhyme will twist it ;
ton Bradbury, in Saco.
ty, deceased, having presented her petition
ctl01’?f l&TO, that Com. Porter had arrived
At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk,
Whether m courtship, name, or age,
he said meich3*“ -rom the City of Mexico, and intended
within and for the County of York, on the for an allowance out of the personal estate of
The married one’s have missed it.
he same m
to sea w,fn b;s squadron. We
first Tuesday of February, in the year of said deceased :
- •
:tured orpr«rn !hatthe law intended for the exBut e’en though witlings make a rout,
ORDERED—That the said petitioner
our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty
e penalty of t> P_
tbe Old Spaniards, passed, but so
And whims severely bandle,
give
notice
to
all
persons
interested-, by caus delivered before the York County Unitarian
eight.
e thirteenth se k d that jt -s not now neCessary for them
When life’s poor lamp is going out,
N the petition of John Hall, ¿à, and ing a copy of this order to be published three Association, Oct. 24, 1827.
act supplemen t the country. a large number of
By Henry Ware, jr. Minister of the second
’ Tis wise to get a CANDLE.
Samuel Hanscum, Jr. guardians to weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
, entitled “AW'S had embarked their property ready
' the minor children of Peter Stillings, fate of zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun Church in Boston.
Feb. 2.
of duties «J'Jjarture, when the news arrived, which
Berwick, deceased, and Joseph Heard, 2d, ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court
CEITUABY.
and Agnes Stillings, heirs of said Peter, to be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on
he second day ; d the necessity.
n hundred
__ _ _
praying for a division of the real estate of the first Tuesday in March next, at ten of
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
said Peter among his heirs.
rht ^tmS'an^/zer Eire at Wilmington, N G-~We
ORDERED—That the petitioners give any they have,‘'why the same should not be
3 iLmedtoappHrom the Cape Fear Recorder of the
LL persons who have promised Wood,
notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, granted.
jqNAS CLARK, Judge.
c een1nierchai'At.that Wilmington has been visited by
or that calculate on paying for their
and to all persons interested in said estate, by
'S*
l°r i/iitionalMbr destructive fire, which consumed
Papers in that article,are requested to haul it
A true Copy—Attest,
causing a copy oithis order.to be published
• tbea-a mposdsixty buildings. The whole square
immediately, as it will accommodate us much,
WM. CUT TER ALLEN, Reg’r.
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken
loresaid, -P
warehouses, between Market and
to have it delivered in the course of a few
nebunk, in said county, three weeks succèsFeb. 9.
enad^vee.^ and Front-street and the river,
days,
DIED-In Parsonsfield, Widow Hanniford-. sively, that they may appear at a Probate
!/47*
í¿ 4c^r!'ap of ashes. The loss 0 property is
JAMES K. REMICH.
Court to be holden at Kennebunk, in said
In Buxton, Mrs. Olive Atkinson.
',ütv Ptionof^edat $100,000, of which about one
In Saco, 26th ult. an infant child of Phineas> county, on the first Tuesday in March next,
from tWrias insured. Among^e sufferers are
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
[ States fr ®ri ]8|¡us# Elijah Dickenson, Baker & Doane, R. Hausop.
HE Christian Examiner, for No
In Bolton, 31st ult. Mrs. Dolly, wife of Mr.. cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
rules and
he! Ion, Kidder,S. Russell, Savage .&Co.
vember and December,
said petition should not be granted.
Ephraim
Osborn",
aged
55.
U
nitarian Ab tócate, for February,
the laXLlWaddel & Callender, Messrs. Urquhart
JONAS,CLARK, Judge of said Court.
In Boxborough, Mr. Levi \\ heeler, 72—
Liberal Preacher, for February,
the principal
sidentoftne t(Richard
L:„. 1 Bradley, Esq.,are
-q
A good assortment of Justice
Copy—Attest.
q to seemea.j A('is.
rs. When the
the-fire
five was first discover- frozen to death within 50 rods of his owni; A true WM.
Are ready for subscribers at
CUTUER ALLEN, Reg’r.
Blanks
for sale at this Qffice.
,'vas so inconsiderable
that a few buckets house, to which he was returning in the
appraisal
Was
---J. H. REMjCH’S Bookstore-.
Feb.-9.
!
andiseasaF, L might have extinguished it ; but night,

*l°Te^in°ne Square yards, parcels, or other quanncl in all casej¿7ereof, as
case maX require, and
e(lon cordaT actual value of every of them ; And
hemp, the s’l be the duty of the Secretary of the
^Om'Putet| by t|1{l iry to report .all such rules and reguexcMing the J' - v ’th the reasons therefoí-, to the
nnterials used in <xt session of Congress.”
q ,
housand copies of the report and evid further ^. veve ordered to be printed.
‘ thirtieth ^."'documents respecting the six militia
undred and L touted by order of Gen. Jackson, were
■Collectedan(i J to be printed.

In Saugus, Mr. Ephraim Burk, in the 67th
there was a scarcity of buckets and of water,
and all the engines but one were out of re year of his age. In usirxl good health and
spirits for him, he was going for a load of
pair.
wood, when about .12 rods from home he
into a house, and probably feeling un
Fires.—The stable of Gen. Veazie, of i went
well, said to the lady, “ I must sit down or
Topsham, Me. was consumed by fire on fall
down,” which were"his last words. He
Sunday night last; a cow and horse were sat down
with his arm resting on a table, and
burnt, besides hay and other property. . His in
less
than 7 minutes his spirit left the body
Dwelling-House sustained considerable inju to fall asleep
in death.
ry. A new, unfinished house in Northamp
In Boston, Mr. Joseph C. Metcalf, aged 22,
ton, was burnt on the 29th ult, about noon.
It was owned by Mr. T. F. Strong, and was formerly of Orange. His death was occa
insured. ’The store of Messrs G. & A. Lull, sioned by the bite of a centipede, while at
work in removing hides.
Hon. Samuel
in Hartland, Vt. was destroyed by fire on. the Howe,
of Northampton, one. of the Judges of
27th ult. The greater part of their stock the Court
of Common Pleas of Massachu-.
was consumed, but their books and papers setts aged 42.
Were saved. No insurance.
In England, the Rt. Rev. George PretyThe joiners shop of Mr. Henry Russell, in man Tomline, D. D. F. R. S.late Lord Bish
Cabot, Vt. caught fire on the- morning of the op of Winchester, and author of “ Elements
9th ult. from the stove-pipe, and a seasona of Christian Theology,” “ Refutation of Cal
ble discovery prevented a serious fire. It is vinism,” See.
supposed that more fires are occasioned in
this wa”, than by any other accidental cause ;
partlyrtrom want of caution in placing the
pipes too near combustible materials, and
partly from their becoming foul and the col
lected soot taking fire, by which means the
pipe becomes red-hot, and communicates
SHIP
fire at a greater distance.—Patriot.
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DOVER HOTEL
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Commissioners’ Notice. |
WE the Subscribers having been ap

by the Hon. Jonas Clark,
JONAS C. MARCH Judge ofpointed
Probate, for the county of York,
■^RESPECTFULLY informs his friends Commissioners
to receive and examine the.
and the public that he is still the keepr of the Public blouse in Dover, N. H. .claims of the creditors to the estate of
ROBERT DUFF,
known by the name of thd DOVER. EIOHE Subscriber offers for sale a genera’
1'EL, where no' exertions will be spared to mariner, late deceased, do hereby give notice
assortment of HATS, yiz :
37 i-2.
'that
a
further
time
of
four
months
from
the
merit a continuance of the public patronage.
1 Case Superfine ; & do. fine ;
HEATON’S noted ITCH (J
The following Stages arrive at, and depart first day of January, A. D. 182-8 is allowed to
do.
Imitation
Beavers.
said creditors to bring in and prove their
MENT, which has stood th
from his house: —
—ALSO—
against all other ointment, the pij0!
claims—that they will attend at the store of
77ie Accommodation Stage
James Titcomb for that purpose the last A large lot of lbw priced Napt and Felt
which has been reduced from 501» I
From the Gardiner Chronicle.
To Boston and Lowell, by way of Newbu Tuesday in January and the first Tuesday of
cents.
ryport, leaves the Dover Hotel on Monday, the three following months, from the hours
JW*) Oil
y
...ALSO...
The following lines are said to have been Wednesday and Friday, at 7 A.M. hnd ar
L)
coni’1, fed
of
two
until
five
o
’
clock,
on
each
of
said
days.
found aipong the papers of the late Rev. rives in Lowell at 5 P. M.' and at Boston at 6
which will be sold as low as can be bought in Dr. DavenporVs Billions p Mr.^i
JAMES TITCOMB.
Wm. Fessenden of Walpole, N. H.
Boston, or elsewhere, for Cash, Country Pro
P. M. Returning, leaves Boston and Lowell
GEO. W. BOURNE.
For the time these Pills have betM r to some re, J3I
That three are one undone is three,
duce or approved credit, by
on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 8 A;
Kennebunk, Jan. 12, 1828.
to the public, the sale of them has ■¿i’Ciini'ln s ses
E. GOULD.
Is an idea that puzzles me.
M.and arrives at Dover at 7 P. M. ; passes
the most sanguine expectations ofA Session <
By many a learned sage ’tis said,
thro’ Durham, Newmarket, Exeter, Ames
prietor, which'may be fairly consider Ti'e<lu<
That three are one in the God head,
bury, Newburyport, Ipswich and Salem.
acknowledgement of their many virtM Goverw
‘ 1'
JUST RECEIVED
That Father, Son, and Holy Ghost
7E the subscribers having been appoint
They are very justly esteemed fori i•WSK
The
Mail
Stage
Are three at least and one at most.
A good assortment of
ed by the Honourable Jonas Clark,
mild and safe operation as a cathartlc; [Tjeenalrea [t
To Boston, by way of Newburyport, leaves
Judge of Probate, for the County of York,
cases where one is necessary—The/; ,forafteT tes""
the Dover Hotel, Monday, Wednesday and
’Tis thus they would all sense confound,
safe, and sovereign remedy in all billik I these disc^su
Friday at 9 A. M. and intersects the Great to receive and examine the claims of the
By making God a strange compound,
vers, pains in the head, stomach and ba Iknse (Lt ea
Mail Stage from Portland to Boston. Return creditors to the estate of
Of natures two, and persons three,
indigestion, loss of appetite, dizziness w tow sir, fe us
DAVID HILL, Jnn..
ing, leaves Newburyport Tuesday, 'Thurs
All of the same equality.
and billions cholic—they are likewise« W of all lis
day and Saturday afte”- the arrival of the late of Buxton, in said County, Gentleman,
The Father then may be the Son,
against, infectious diseases, rem
Mail Stage from Boston, and arrives at Dover j deceased, represented insolvent, do hereby
WANTED, 500 Fox-Skins, tidote
For both together make but one ;
at 12 o’clock noon ; passes through Durham, give notice, that six months from the first for which Cash will be paid. He also pays obstructions of every kind by (UssolviJ
discharging the morbid matter, helping
The Son may likewise be the Father
Newmarket, Exeter, Amesbury, Newbury day of January instant, are allowed said Cred cash, for all kind of Furs.
Without the smallest change of cither ;
gestion, restoring a lost appetite—a suv
itors, to present and prove their claims and
port,Ipswich and Salem.
Kennebunk, Dec 7,1827.
lief
for costive habits. They are soL
Yea, and the blessed Spirit be
that we shall attend that service at the dwel
The Accommodation Stage
modatedto all seasons and Fours,th|
The Father, Son, and Trinity.
ling-house
of
the
widow
Hannah
Hill
in
said
To Boston and Lowell, by way of Haver- ; Buxte*», on the-last Wednesday of this and
maybe taken in summer offvintefjMrewÎF
hill, leaves the Dover Hotel on Tuesday, j the five following months, from one to four
This is the creed of Christian folks.
time of the, day,, without regard to id
:
Thursday
and
Saturday
at
7
A.
M.
and
ar!
Who style themselves true Orthodox-;
1
hindrance of business. Their operation jiigbenehcil,
I
o’clock in the afternoon of each of said days.
rives at Lowell at 5 P, M. and at Boston at 6
All which, against plain common sense,
gentle and effectual, that by experience I
DAVID SM1T'H,7 c
• •
mHE
subscriber
having
contracted
with
P.
M.
Returning,
leaves
Boston
and
Lowell
LEVI LORING 5 Commissioners.
You must believe, or give offence!
H
the Overseers of the Poor for the town are found to excel any'- other physic hti
at 8 A. M. and arrives at Dover at 7 P. M. ;
_nr .1 to the public.
’ jmnlCTt..
' 7|
Eluxton, January 4, 1828.
of Wells, for the support of all the Paupers fore offered
passes through Durham, Newmarket, Exe
The
genuine
are
covered
withatifWN
belonging
to
said
town
for
the
current
year
;
JUST INFERENCE BY A LADY.
ter, Kingston, Haverhill, Andover and Read
he therefore hereby forbids all persons har plate, with the design of the GoodSa ¡¡fsn^t0 ’
“ How blest, my bear brother, (said Fanny ing.
'ìli
name thereon.
FW^HE School Districts in Kennebunk are boring or trusting any of said Paupers ou his tan, and the agents
one day)
The Accommodation Stage
I»
—ALSO—
account,
(excepting
those
persons
with
whom
Should I be, would you quit this bad habit
To Portland, by way of Kennebunk, leaves „®L hereby severally requested-to observe he has made special agreements to support
¡more mate
that
a
law
of
the
State
of
Maine
makes
it
Wheaton's Jaundice
of play ;
the Dover Hotel every day (except Sunday)
any of said Paupers) as I shall pay no bills of
Do you mean to relinquish it never ?”
at 8 A. M and arrives at Portland at 5 P. M”.; the duty of school committees to direct what the like kind after this date.
1-2
fcs.Bip
books
may
be
used
in
schools.
The
law
is
When you cease to coquet, I’ll quit play,” leaves Portland every day (except Sunday,)
JOSIA LlTtLEFIELIX
Davenport's
Celebrated
Eye
;
good
and
designed
to
promote
the
welfare
of
he'replied
and arrives at Dover at 5 P. M. ; passes
Ah plainly I see, my dear brother, (she through S. Berwick, Berwick, Wells, Kenne the rising generation.
A fresh supply of the above is kept inikisdesirab
P.
S.
All
persons
are
forbid
Hitherto the choice of books has been al
cried)
bunk and Saco.
hebunkby J. LILLIE—hi Wells by
t
most solely under the direction of the many harboring or trusting Martha Buzzell, wife rill—in Saco, by E, Goodale and G.fXeans.
You’r determined to gamble foreverI”
7'he Accommodation Stage
various and different instructors, who have of Theodore Buzzell,on account of the above Dover by Wheeler & Tufts—by theio#nse(lua.7
To Portland, by way of Alfred, leaves the been employed in schools. In this way, too subscriber, as no expenses or bill of her con gists in Portland and Boston, and byLl!&Gardi|^
Dover Hotel on Tuesday, 'Thursday and Sat great a variety of books has been introduced tracting will be paid.
persons in the principal townsfrom»ispu)'P°^;[
urday at 8 A. M. and arrives at Portland at 6 into the same school, to the injury of the
Wells, Nov. 24, 1827.
ly.
to Georgia.
¡veryiacto ill
P. M. Returning, leaves Portland at 8A.M. children and the unnecessary expense of the
Oct. 1, 1825.
mly titneequal! ft
.Monday,
Wednesday
and
Friday
and
ar

parents.
In
each
school
there
should
be
a
& QUANTITY of Honey for sale by the
- ---------------------------------- l.— Jjiethatit y Ji
rives at Dover at 5 P. M.; passes mrough S. uniformity of books. When a school can be
¿iL Subscriber.
A
most valuable East Indiah^v
Berwick, Berwick,rAlfred, Buxton and Gor divided into suitable classes, and each schol
WM. LORD.
by the Subscriber two barg..--------- .7 J AuWf
ham.
ar in the class be provided with the same M7K7ANTED
Jan.-26.
icine for the cure of Ik ted of pop a
I
w
row
Pigs,
weighing
from
eighty
to
kind
of
book,
corresponding
in
chapter,
sec

The Dover, Sandwich, and Plymouth, N.
pounds.
RHEUMATISM, RHEUMATIC GO
tion and page, any person may see that s«h one hundred and twenty
RALPH CURTIS.
H. Stage
&€.
an arrangement would be beneficial.
Kennebunk, Ja« 4th, 1828.
Extract of a Letter from the Rev.]
Leaves the Dover Hotel on Wednesday at
Little children, beginning to learn to read,
English, dated Bengal, to hifti lis centre (O
7 A. M. and arrives at Sandwich at 7 P. M.; have never yet, in this quarter, been pro
HE Subscriber requests all persons that leaves Sandwich ou Thursday at 5 A. M. and vided with suitable books, accommodated to
D. F. Bedwell, in London. . territory wp
have engaged him wood, to haul it with arrives at Dover at 6 P.M.; leaves Dover their age and capacity. 'The spelling-book
“ Dear Sir—Agreeably to your rqembracing
1 f - Lb
■»
hhds. w. I. rum,
out delay, and all persons who are indebt
I have procured and now sendAou by th? P1, T
on Friday at 7 A. M. and arrives at Sandwich which has hitherto been put into their hands 1
ed to call Settle and Pay according to previ at 7 P. M.; leaves Sandwich on Saturday first, is much too large and too expensive. J. O 10 Bags Prime COFFEE»
Jason. Capt. Robertson, a few.pounds1 KcelleBceJhr
ous agreement if they wish to save expense,, morning at 5 A. M. and arrives at Plymouth Fifteen or twenty dollars worth of printed pa 5 Kegs TOBACCO,
Poladelphis, or what generally goes b
Bbls.
S.
F.
Gennessee
FLOUR.
and all persons who have demands against. at 12 noon, and arrives at Sandwich at 6 P. per is probably worn opt every year in this
name of Indian Extract, a Medicineti
S
do.
Porto
Rico
SUGARS,
the Subscriber will oblige him by presenting; M. ; leaves Sandwich on Monday at 6 A. M. town by-little children to no good purpose.
sally esteemed among the people of!
10
Casks
Cut
Nails,
8cc.
See.
and
arrives
at
Dover
at
6
P.
M.
—
Passes
by
for the cure of Rheumatism. Were II tó popul7
them for payment.
This sum saved and laid out in suitable books
Great Falls Factory, through Rochester, of piety or history or morals would be much
form you of the number of
RALPH CURTIS.
For sale by
GREENOUGH, BODWELL 8c Co.,
Jan. 26.
Farmington Dock, Chesnut Hills, Middleton better appropriated. As a point of economy,
daily relieved and cur
Jan. 4.
Corner, New Durham. Alton, Wolfborough, therefore, the Kenpebunk School committee
remedy, it would re'quire moretimei Mtofgov^
- Z” ijiacrerelT
Tuftonborough, Moultonborough, Sandwich, recommend “ The New-York Primer,” until
am able to bestow. Indeed, the effect«!. At any.- ni B
&c. to Plymouth.
Medicine is so immediate, in Rhect 8Wn.vince^
a better one shall be provided.
' you would in some cases suppose it i te
’n&a,n
HL /L
—L—- cX^&y ffie saief committee for the^sWSFil
bv
jcyg,
I?
nuusJA
JV1JTED,
tion Stage
almost J.jke a charm in removing the] oifiare alibi
schools
in
this
town,
and
required
to
be
used
OLICITS a share of the patronage of disease. The difficulty, however,inj
One Silver Plated SLEIGH HARNESS ;
Leaves the Dover Plotel every morning
the people of this place in his line of ing the Extract, will for many yearsJ,
(except Sunday) at half past 7, and arrives from and after the fifteenth day of January,
One set Scott’s LIFE OF NAPOLEON.
1828.
The
committee,
however,
would
cau

business.—The smallest favors gratefully acits
 general circulation. Il D;llg , Vl.
at Portsmouth at half past 9. Returning,
Jan. 26.
leaves Portsmouth every afternoon (except tiously avoid imposing any unnecessary ex knowledged. He may be found at the old from a Shrub growing on the mounli^Tt1J pense on parents, and vyill therefore permit shop opposite the dwelling house of Messrs. Tibet, in the Berman Empire oflndiy .1. Is tin 1
/.
Sunday) au
at 5 ana
and arrives
arrives at
at duvct
Dover at
at 7.
Dissolution of Copartnership. oukuay;
the school-books that are now on hand to be
and Low.
held m so much repute by the $ ¡Me?
77ie S. Berwick, Dover and Portsmouth used until worn out. Parents and masters, Stevens
Dec. 29.
that to part with it is like parting with! Î. Will
HE Copartnership heretofore existing
who have occasion from this time to purchase
Mail Stage
existence. The usual mode of takings Inanswet
under the firm of
Leaves S. Berwick every morning at 6 o’ school books, will please to purchase of the
the form of Pills. I shall use all my«
Ours to send you
von a constant
r.nnqtnnt supply.
cnonlv’”’ lliecitl®! |
clock and arrives at Dover' at 7 ; leaves Do fol Ip win list.
ours
LORD & KINGSBURY,
T
he
NEW-YORK
PRIMER.
Dr. Clarke, of Nqw^York, in a letter! httown,i
is by mutual consent dissolved.—The late ver at Half past 9 and arrives at Portsmouth
CHILD
’
S
ASSISTANT.
agent
of
the
Proprietor
ccncludes
’byg
Al
gplAME into the Enclosure of
concerns wiH be adjusted by William Lord. at 11 ; leaves Portsmouth after the arrival of
TESTAMENT.
the Great Mail from Boston and arrives at
“Everyj class of people will
find in the/? ke». ¡e
«¡a niiuuimen
WILLIAM LORD,
the
Subscriber
on
tbelst
COLE’S SPELLING BOOK.
Dover at 1 P, M. and at S'. Berwick at 2.
1
dayof July last, a HEIFer, Extract a cheap and valuable remedy
HENRY KIN GSBURY.
the s;
ENGLISH. READER.
about 2 years old.-—The owner Rheumatism. I have generally found:1 j1But
The
Dover
and
Great
Falls
Accommoda

’ffetliel i
SL The business will for a short term
CLASSICAL READER, by Rev. F. W.P.
one
to
two
boxes
have
produced
a
mi,
’ by proving property and pay U —■'____
tion Stage
Be continued:by: William Loiid.vAxo re
Grefinwood, and G. B. Emerson, Boston.
in one instance a gentle'man who__camei
ing charges.
JOSHUA HATCH.
quests all those that have accounts unsettled,
mvearp
iinrlo-r. obstinate a
I
Leaves the Dover Hotel ev ery evening (ex
my
care, lahnnrino
labouring under
ci
Kennebunk, Dec. 7, 1827.
For Arithmetic.
to call and make immediate settlement.
cept Sunday) after the arrival of the Ports ROBINSON’S ELEMENTS of Arithmetic.
Rheumatism, attended with all the sic good reasoi t
the
most
e
:
■
.Jan.19,
mouth and Boston Stages, and arrives at
toms of approaching consumption, by
WALSH’S ARITHMETIC.
th :
Great Falls at 8 P. M.; leaves Great Falls
tinning the use of the Pills, both dis Wut
For
Geography.
■seat of Go\ '
every morning’(except Sunday) at 6 A. M.
were completely removed, and I am of'«Hint
ADAMS
’
GEOGRAPHY
&
ATLAS.
maj .1
ano arrives at Dover at 7. A Coach leaves
GREENOUGH, BODWELL & Co. ion, that this medicine will prove a b IiHsubin .]
For Grammar.
the Dover Hotel on Sundays for Great Falls
remedy in complaints of the chest, am^!ature, i '
’
Sl'S'AVE
received
an
additional
assortment
ALGER’S MURRAY.
at 9,1 and 4 o’clock.
JS-JsL of (3-OO23S, which together with Rheumatism and Gout.
treofpopui
The above selection of books will be kept tbeir former stock they offer for sale on good
From Dr. Reed, of Bedford com^■IMle ai 1
HE undersigned would make known to The Doverand Concord Accommodation
constantly
for
sale-at
erms.
There
is
in
my
neighbourhood
a
genii
v
the public, that, they have formed a
Stage
Jan. 4.
who has been heavily afflicted
connection in business, under the firm of,
J. K. REMIGH’S Bootort.
Leaves the Dover Hotel on Monday, Wed
tism for many years. He has been ri |«and el
By
order
of
the
Kennebunk
School
Com

Daniel W. Lord and Brother. nesday and Friday at 9 o’clock and arrives at mittee.
Panacea, to the amount of six or seven I"lation, we
ties, without any effect ; on seeing the?1:object.
And that, they have for sale at their Store, Concord at 5 P. M. Returning, leaves Con
JOSEPH G. MOODY.
cord
on
Tuesday,
Thursday
and
Saturday
at
(near the Toll Bridge,) Corn, Flour, Salt,
delphis advertised, he got a friend tod 1 lie bus
Kennebunk, Jan. 19, 1828.
a box of the pills, which he is using, [mentand e
Macekrel and Lime', with a few other arti 7 A, M. and arrives at Dover at 2 P. M._
Passes
through
Durham,
Northwood,
Epsom
HIS inveterate disease which has so long ceiving much benefit from it; andl i’“,act which
cles, at wholesale or retail.
and
Chichester.
DANIEL W. LORD
^[I
baffled the art of the most experienced an opinion that one or two boxes nwthilivevec(Kls
cmisidi
This Line connects at North wood with a
CHARLES A. LORD.
produce a radical cure. I believe it tsl?y
actsOfi
Physicians, has at length found a sovereign
ihctsofl
Line
from
that
place
to
Gilmanton
and
Mer

remedy in
Kennebunk-port, Oct. 1827.
valuable medicine.
J.
J. R.
K. M.fely
M'1 actedby Oorr
edith at Dover with the Line to Portland.
“ This medicine,” says Dr. Winder,«kfaled I
HEStflrcriber offers for sale the beau
DR.' LAGRANGE'S GENUINE • ■
¿r. o.
would observe, that no new j
lem, “ is one of the best ever introducefeare
fe are on
tiful farm on which he now lives, situ
arrangement has taken place in the time of
thy public > in the hands of the Fastln. Iblecharact
ated on the west side of Shaker pond, in Al
the arrival and departure of any of the Boston
fred, and formerly the residence of the late
FEW CU1ANEOUS diseases are met it is known only as a cure for IUmu Ml not be f
HSIHE accounts of all persons, with the or Dover Stages.
but since it has been in the hands of & ,
Books for all the Stages which leave Dover Tobias Dot’d„containingover a hundred acres with more reluctance by the Physician, and an and American Physicians it has bib ^dfWecoi
JH. subscriber, that remain unsettled on
Fumy
'ofinterval, highland, woodland and tillage, none in which he is so universally zmjmccese
the 1st of March next; which occurred pre- in any direction are kept at the Dover Hotel, with an elegant dwelling house, a handsome ful.
certained that Scurvy, obstinate Coughr’";1- L.
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